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Friday, March 26, 1996

AMERICANS OLDEST WEEKLY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

Students

An Interview with the New President
KRISTEN DEMALINE
The following is a partial transcript of an interview with Presi-

dent Hales conducted on Monday,
March 25. his first with the Voice
'
since taking office.
What
is your
KristeaDemaline:
primary goal for Wooster at this
particular point now that you are
president?
PraidentHales: I guess if I had
to stale one primary goal it would be
to have the College, recognized nationwide for.oratleast more broadly,
for the caliber of the program that
we offer and the successes of oar
students when they graduate and
then go on to careers and graduate
schooL If there's anything that's
more frustrating to many of us is
what' we feel is that mismatch between the caliber of what people do
here
the faculty and students,
and the general recognition of that
nationwide. ..rm absolutely convinced that the caliber of what goes
on here is substantially higher than
the secorKlquartitenUingfrom

be. That plays off into a lot of
things. ..in terms of faculty competitiveness for national awards,
fflldjfnt C"r H wfflfiB for warinnal
awards, all those other things, we
could be better recognized nationally for what we dock's really important. Things like that don't happen overnight; the kind of long-terreputation an institution has is
built gradually, so I'm going to con--.
tinue to do everything I can to lay
thegroundwork.brrieanstnatlhave
to be out talking about Wooster in
nKveplaces, andpeople from around
the country have to come toWooster
and see it in action; it is a combination of those two..
KD: To go along with that question, just in terms of the local media:
Cleveland Magazine has an education feature, ar imJudes Marietta
College, from the southernmost portion of the state, but Wooster isn'tin
there; the Cleveland Plain Dealer
lias a cantos news page every week
in the paper and Wooster isn't in
there. Is there anything mat you are
specifically. tareng. :kh terms of ,

and
Trustees

y

m

k -

KOKKIANGOH
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S tudent representatives from vari- -

.

UJ3L- -

jfewiwi'.,.j

News and Wodd Report! suggests,.- ,mertia?r
al
- Sil: We have a very active' and
One of the criteria from the
search was national aware-ne- ss effective media staff, and I under--'
of the institution.;.iWen simplease seeHALES, page 2
ply not as well known as we should
-

press-denti-

--

.-

-

-
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president Stan Hales In front of Calpisf

Presidential Hopefuls Mold Debate
AARON RUPERT

Special SGA Election Pulloiit

The five current candidates for
SGA President held a
debate on Thursday, March 27th.
Around 30 to 40 students attended
the debate, which was organized by
the SGA election committee and
moderated by Professor of Political
Science Jeff Lantis. The candidates
present were Ryan Boeding '97, that he continues to be a voice on
Ryan Murrey 97,StevePerirod '97, campus, and did not endorse anyone
Ateesh Roye. '97. and Andrew in the race.
Security
.'Weaver 97.
Penrod stated that he has seen a
The field of Presidental candidates dropped from six to five can- '"marked increase in the number of
didates right before the debate, as assaults on campus" Penrod sugJim Morse .'97 announced that he be gested better lighting and more pawithdrawing from the race. Morse trols could help alleviate that situation..
believes thatnext year, with his variRoye believes that the problem
ous commitments, he would not have
presiwith the relationship with the
lies
the
give
SGA
enough time to
dency. Morse did wish to express students and the townspeople. Roye
well-attend-

ed

the candidates them

:
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Acclaimed physical
comedian to entertain
little sibs and others

has worked for security for three
years and believes that there is,Mnot

much any police department can
do about random assaults." Roye
believes that students need to work
closed with the townspeople.
Weaver believed that "the most
important goal" is that security have
more funds, and to do that the Trustees need to help invest in these new
funds. "More direct relations with
the Trustees,'' is one way Weaver
believes he can help security issues.

Sports

page 12

Spring sports
roundup

.

ous organizations met with mem- ben of the trustees last evening as
the Student Relations Committee.
SGA president Emily Durham,chair
of the committee, began the meeting by making introductory statements, after which was followed a
round of introductions by each participant
Representatives then presented
briefs of their respective organizations. Cameron Flint, VP of Student
Services, began by giving a commentary on the activities of SGA
this year, specifically noting the recent alterations to the card key system, and mariunt up of textbook
tprices at Wilson Bookstore. On the
latter trustee Nancy Braund Borusn.
expressed her surprise that textbooks, as opposed to novels and
such, were being subjected to such
price increases. "I think that's a
crime," she noted.
The committee as well was updated on the SprintSocial Security
Number lawsuit issue, with Durham
offering the final words "it's been
taken care off."
Renee Snyder of Campus Council then illustrated the activities of
Council, stressing at a point the issue of Greek G.P.A. requirements,
prompting trustee Julia Fishelson to
comment, "They're real survivors
here Greeks with all the opposition they have to face." Snyder as

"Security is comprised largely of
students," said Boeding. He also
suggest for more funds, better train-in-g,
and the "ability to use force" in
high pressure situations to improve
campus security.
Murrey began by stating that he
would be afrakl to see campus security with billy clubs, and that improving "relations with the town"
would decrease security problems.
well described the funding and charMurrey suggested that college stuorganizations.
dents interacting with students at ter of student
Wyche
of the Black StuDonnell
tbe'high school, through SGA sponnoted "cultural
Association
dent
sored programs, would mend town
amongst students as a
awareness"
and gown relations.
primary objective of his organizaApathy on campus
BS A not to
Roye began by saying the attitude tion, and the goal of the He gave
a
group."
"exclusive
an
be
of student leaders needs to change,
black
of
the
state
on
rundown
brief
and that leaders have not been comcollege, notmunicating with the campus com- - student retention at the
ing as a probable problem of such
please see DEBATE, page 2
please see STUDENT, page 3
.
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Progress and a Quick SGA Meeting GLC Finds
Hales
Crandell
Interview
AAKON RUPERT

The weekly SGA meeting came
and went in a flash this week, as the
continued from page 1
Senate finished its almost empty
slate of business in fifteen minmrs.
was a quick meeting,
While
sund what you're saying.we may progressitwas
reported on issues of
not be where we want to be, but we
academics,
and elections.
security,
torn out to be in a large number of
'98 anTerry
Heubert
Senator
areas... we show up in The New
adminisCollege
York Times, we show up in the nounced that the
Chicago Tribune, and we do show tration has moved on increasing late
In
up in The Cleveland Plain Dealer nightaccess to dorms. a letter sent
DirecDavis,
Dwayne
Heubert.
to
when we have a particular story
that,
Life
wrote
Residential
tor
of
that they like, and they have a
Call each residence
"starting
next
radius of schools for the Plain
to adjust the time
Dealer that are considered close ball will be able
which
during
all students are
frame
enough; Oberlin is close enough,
halL" SGA .
residence
a
into
allowed
Baldwin-WallaandJohn Carroll
access
issue
brought
of
the
is dose enough; we're not considear-Eadministration
the
to
dorms
to
ered close enough. We're a part of
stating
that
students
year,
in
the
market. The
the Akron-Canto- n
midfirst item you mentioned surprises fleeing from an assailant after
all
be
locked
out
of
would
night
me though Jeff Hanna is an abstuin
depriving
a
build
campus
gt.
solute pro at this and we show up
in all kinds of places. And maybe dent of pW1 sanctuary.
that's something we don't recognize enough.
KD: What was the first thing that continued from page 1
you did when you found out that you
were the Board's choice to be Presim unity.
dent?
Pernod believed that he could lead
SH: I said, to the member of the through example, and that better
Board with whom I was talking, that advertising though the Voice or the
I was extremely pleased with that Pot would get students more inoutcome, and that I kicked forward volved.
to fulfilling all of the expectations
Murrey believes mat "a lot of the
that the College had for its' presi- student body is disgusted by SGA'
dent.
and to turn the situation around "it
KD: Do you feel that there is a just takes energy from a student
"morale problem" at Woosxer?
SH: Certainly there are questions
Boeding believes that if students
of morale in lots of constituencies want to be apathetic "it's their
on campus, and in that sense Wooster choice. He encouraged increased
is no different from many other small advertising in the Voice, Pot and on
liberal arts colleges. To a certain WCWS, as well as publicizing SGA
extent, strains oa morale arise be- meetings and making SGA more
cause of the gap between the reality accessible to students.
of the mstirntion and its aspiraWeaver believed that "you need
tions... A good deal of strain is energetic leadership' to turn the
t ilirm fnr
f SV ll Vj
apathy around. While he stated that
students, There aren't enough
iflw became Presidearapathy would
to CD the available seats for not suddenly go away, he did state
colleges. I think the question of that be wishes to reach those who
bemg satisfied relative there b a
is campus
sense that things look good at other
places. The perception is what with SGA this yi
counts. If people find themselves
Boeding begsn by saving rhat "conot as enthusiastic as they ought to operating wi& other orgarrizaaons'
be, then it's my job to galvanize seemed to be SGA biggest problem,
everyone's beat energies and opti-- axdtbereseemed to be a lot of disagreement aboi how tohandk that.
KDz Did you expect the TrustWeaver stated thathe though there
ees to make their decision so was no efficiency m the Senate,
quickly?
Things just aren't taken care of,"
SH: I simply knew that the said Weaver. He also believed that
Trustees and the search committee there was no pressure on SGA to
had agreed not to let a lot of time go move forward, and tins caused frusby; I knew the search committee tration. Weaver believes that the stuwas meeting quickly, they would dent body must push SGA.
recommend to the executive comRoye believes that a "total lack"
mittee and they would recommend ofreprcsentarkinofthe student body
to the Board quickly, and make de- has hindered SGA. Roye then went
cision as soon as it made sense for on to say that there is a lack of
that choice. It was quite prompt, but organisation and accessibly in SGA.
it wasn't a surprise to me. They said People with problems, according to
the end of March, depending on Roye. never consider going to SGA.
bow quickly the meetings could be ' Attendance and advertising were
scheduled.
the problems Penrod cited. Pernod
first said poor attendance and the
ce

24-ho- ur

er

Accountable

if

for

f

Violations
AARON RUPERT

SGA a quick in and out
vote to do so they may extend the all
; . Davis' letter states that. l;y a vote
hs
campus access until 2QQ AM.m
majoriry,
of at least a
TOiifc the poss&City of a 2 AM
residents of a building may decide
to extend the hours during which all extension is not all SGA had hoped for,
members of the student body have .members who have worked on this issue
access to their building. Davis conplease see SGA, page 3
tinues in stating that, "if residents
rhree-fourt-

Candidates
Debate Between SGA Presidential
walking into
the same way." as

f

fp

stu-de-

nts

:

lack of a membership policy hindered the Senate. Secondly. Penrod
believes that not enough has been
done to advertise SGA to the student
body, and that spots in the Pot and
Voice would help this.
Murrey finished by stating that
SGA is slow, and lack information
about problems. "It is slow, and that
'
is'wby it is "so frustrating to "be on
SGA," said Murrey. Inviting
to SGA to voice their problems and "being more enegertic"
were some of the solutions Murrey
proposed.
Have aay of the canidatrs been
.
to a Campus Council meeting?
(The President of SGA aatomati-caU- y

this

no one there had ever been President
of SGA.
Penrod believes be has seen bow
the Presidency does and doesn't
work, and that he would like to avoid
the actions that he lias seen lead to
failure.
Roye believes
educate himself in roe position, and
that he has "the time and
committment to do it."
Weaver believes that experience
is crucial. He stated that when the
senate is elected at the beginning of
the year, they must quickly recieve
the SGA constitution, bylaws, past
resolutions and recieve training in
procedure. "These
parlimentary
holds a seat oa Can pas
specific
must be dealt
issues
small
CoaacO)
Weaver.
according
to
with."
currently
a
member
Weaver is
of
Closing Statements
Campus Council and be believes
Murrey expanded .oa bis state-me- nt
this is aa advantage he holds in
that be would not take serve in
working with Council.
Campus Council seat. He
SGA
the
Roye stated that he had neverbeen
grvmg the seat to a first
suggested
meeting,
Campus
Council
bat
a
.to
be stated that "if I need something year to "get soine new blood into it."
Boeding stated that."any group that
Cram Campus Council, m se evand more power.wSl
beciwjbigger
ery trick in the book."
wishes
and desire heard."
its
have
oa
a
Penrod has also held seat
Council m the past. "Yon tare to hit and be fck that such a process must
the ground running,' said Penrod, happen if SGA is to be effective
(Coun-tUfiaignore
dangerous
to
"It'f
emphising that there is lisle learnWeaver in the begmniaf of.
ing time for the SGA president in
Weaver than said that he
remarks.
bis
'
dealing with Council.
orga-iiizatio-

e-joould--quickyj'

ns

-

ad

Murrey stated that Council

"doesn't intrest me." Murrey said but every ineniber must be abktotake
af-tthat he would probally give his seat irsrionsfljfliry. He also stated that
election,
would
to
he
need
the
to someone else. "I don't need more
body
get
the
student
to
support
of
Murrey.
prestige." said
Boeding stated that he had never anything done as SGA president.
Roye said that his lack of experi-enbeen to Council and that he would
was a benefit. "It takes a strong
therefore have no preset bias against
said Roye. "to ten people
person,"
it and would come in with a "clear,
Roye believes that one
do."
what
to
looking
the
at
and unclouded way of
cannot decentralire power, and that
group."
ExperieiKt and Tumrigthc ground a strong leader is needed.
Penrod stated that he wanted to
guidance to SGA, "not an
provide
job.
the
Boeding reiterated that his lack of expo-- , iron fist,""! am aleader that guides."
'V
rience would bring and anbias view. . said Penrod, "one person cannot run
Murrey stated that "we are alf the entire campus
er

ce

The Greek Life Committee, in
dealing with charges against the
Crandells brought up in February,
stated that is has found four violations in the actions of the Crandells
during this year's new member education period, and has put specific
sanctions on them for next year.
According to a letter sent to
Crandell

Co-Preside-

Kate Stewart

nts

and Pearson Cummings, the violations were "(1) that new members
were not activated at the first activity, (2) that you allowed new members to affiliate throughout the first
week of new member activities and
the names of any students who so
affiliated were never or would never
have been submitted for eligibility
verification, (3) that students who
were ineligible to participate in new
member activities were allowed and
encouraged to take part and (4) the
viulsoC Saturday.
February J were deemed to be required new member activities."
. These charges were brought forward in public on February 14th in
GLC The first violation deals with
new member education guidelines,
which state that all members become fun members during the first
day of new member education. According to Crandell spokesman this
is a problem with the Cranden structure. In February, Cummings stated
that "anyone can come and pledge
Cranden the first week of new member educatico." and niat people often drop u and out of the process.
Cranden leaden expressed that with
the number of people who dropped
m and out of the process, it is almost
impossible to get updated lists of
possible new members to GLC to
check for eligibility. .
According to Rodda, GLC and
thf OirtdfUf hathadtnjndfittid-in- g
about how Cranden new memother
bereducation is different
organizations, but Rodda and the
letter stated that, ''the committee
felt that (the Crandells) has violated
the agreement that it had with GLC
about bow and when the organization identifies new members. As a
result, GLC rescinds that agreement
and requires (The Crandells) to submit its final list of prospective new
members at the same time that all
other clubs and sections do so."
"The sanctions are against everything that Crandell is about,"
said Cummings aboutthe decision.
ofT-camtAun-

acu

.

t1

i
please see GLC, page 3
'
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Week Kicks Off Student Relations Committee Meets
...

EILEEN EV1ADA

dancers are women," Ndichu said.
"Dancing is" very Important. It's
An
Zimbabwean j part of (African) culture." Dancing
dm ,anAfricanpeiformance group, will often be a part of wedding or
and an authentic African meal wfll other special occasions, she added.
help conclude this year's Africa
Last night, howeyer, --women
AO
Week,
free
open
are
events
add
members of Ujamaa focused on a'
i
to the public unless noted other . different .aspect of The African
wise. , f j ;
"Vl t Woman" in a prose arid poetry perV Ujamaa, the organization of Afri-formance.. Two members read se- '
can students hosting Africa Week, lected poems and a group of six
women women dramatized a set of poems
J chose the theme of African
Mor the week's events. ; J t v --i written by African and African-;The African woman is the back- -: American women writers.
sbone of mankind," said Ujamaa v According to Ujamaa member,
Brenda Bakwesegha 98, the drapresident, EsthCTNdichu9S.-(W- e
,' are) recognizing the African woman' - matization described different aspects of me African woman, includand the fact that she has endured.
The African voman will often be I ing .her beauty, her struggles, her
'connected with the home, but as. strengths and her relationship with
:.
',
;'
the family;
(; rwjcnu points out, sne is aisoacnve
ffi
Miriam
readings.
me
Following
even
J in the United Nations and
Conteb-Morga- n,
t l the rural communities.
a lecturer for the
rx .The Clm"hfcriaJ,showin2 inLuce
department of BlackStudies at Ohio
,
room at 8 pjn. to- State University spoke on The
night, describes the empowerment Faces of the AfricanWoman and the
v
Problems of Development
The International Students
sizes her rights after she is wid
Association,
owed. Afterhs release in 1992,
"Neria" played for eleven consecu- -. Department ofWomen's S todies and
tive weeks and subsequently became Office of International Student AfAfrica Week's
the biggest box office bit in ;. fairs
'.
Zmibabwe'sbistory.Tbe movie later events.
This story was compiled with the
earned ten mternational awards, m- y eluding Best Actress ad Best
Serrictsi- Awards inf
sic at the 1993 T
South Africa,and BestForeign Him
at the Black Filmmakers Hall of
Fame festival.
For Saturday evening's dinner, continued from page 2 ".
:
. Abdul's Cafe of Dayton, Wooster
. community members and Ujamaa are pleased. "We are ecstatic, said
will prepare cuisine characteristic Heubmabout the decision.
, pi west ana rortn Ainca. Menu . Cameron Flint 97, Vice President
.items win include Sengalefe salad fbrStudent Affairs and chaircSGA's
(mixed vegetables and palm oil), security commiuee was also pleased,
I

award-winnin-
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couscous (cereal and grains),

poffletnyasa (chicken), roast goat,

plantain bananas)
bread),
chapati (thick tortOla-tYand ginger punch. The meal win be
served in Babcock dining room
at 6 pjn. . .
Dinner tickets win oe sola at tne
mLbwry .until they sen-ou- t,
I front-deS7 for general admission and $5
for Wooster students. .
Fr .Also on: Saturday right, ,Tony:
'West and the Imani Dancers, a professional group of dancers, musi- -.
cians and actors,' wfll perform at 8
pjn. in GaultRecital Hallat Scbeide
.v'T,.
Music Center. :
'
The Artistk Director of thegroup,
Ariza West, has been a professional
African dancer for over nine years,
and has even performed in Tokyo.
Tony West, the Music Director and
an accomplished drummer.performs
both independently and with the
group at events such as the United
Nations International Festival and
Kwanzaa in Dayton and Columbus.
Saturday's performance features
African dances, drums, songs and
storytelling.
."The Arummers are men, but the
ginger-frie- d

pe

bo-ginni- ng

sk

.

and elaborated on the reasons why the
administration did not grant 24 hoar
access. They though itwas loo big of
ajump to handle" said Flint.
Accord-mgtoTEnCCampu-

a'Se

-

.'
eluding major stories regarding the
,
Jen Ropelewski, of the Newman nonhiring of Suzanne Woods, the
students, T think people come in Catholic Student Association, then Sprint issue, as weU as President
with a lot of misconceptions, ex- gave a commentary on its activi- Hales recent appointment At a sugcommunity.' ties, specifying the various speak- gestion by trustee Edward Andrew
pecting a close-kn- it
He also stated that he thought the ers and its Alternative Weekend that journalists report on, and not
make, news. Gob replied that, "We
administration could, da more to program.
encourage black students on' camBob Barends of the Gay Lesbian do not make news, we perpetuate
pus. Wyche then offered examples Bisexual Alliance then illustrated :. it" Andrew then expressed his disof drive-b-y racist attacks along Bean advancements made by the organic ;. appointment at not receiving copies
Avenue. Borush noted That these zarion, particularly its visibility and of the Voice this year , as be has done
incidents are more pronounced at presenceon campus. OntheGLBA's for several years. Gob commented
Wooster man at comparable towns,, contribution to the bringing of the that this was due to a unresolved
stating tfiat "it' a conflict that f AIDS Quilt to Wooster this April, -- dialogue between then editor Lewis
Barends noted;:"! think we gave , and college secretary Deb Hilty redoesn't exist elsewhere.';
garding trustees and subscriptions,
Brian Friedman, president of tliemsomenKneyl,,1-f.-'-':.v
KiUel, then describedthe mam goals . Heidi Georg) described the do also admitting to a lack of commuof his organization as mose to in- ; ings of the Wooster Volunteer Net--, nication betweend aU parties over
crease awareness of Judaism work, particularly the impressive the FaU semester.
stuamongst Jewish and
feat that the WVN counted at least ...Trustee Anne, Takehani Wilson
dents aldke as weU as to garner fifty percent of the campus amongst, then asked about the problem of
community support' "We are as its participants, if Greeks are studem parking on campus, of which
she bad. heard much. Georgi, who k
v happy as we could possibly be on counted. :. ... ,
k chair
bepresistated,
Erby,
erstwhile
Friedman
Shannon
campus'
of Ihe parking committee,
this
fore bringing problems associated dent of IS A, stated that, "It' s good," stated that, "It's not really that bad,
with the schedules of class exami- and "We just like to hang out and and blamed the location of existing
nations as weD as those of the sports have fun," before going against her." spaces as inconvenient to most dorn
departments, which solely stress the words and giving as examples of buildings. She continued that an efimportance of one religion, such as IS A's activities the defmiuely more fort is being made to "stretch" and
the assertion: to observe prayer on than fun International Conference "pave" those current lots. At a sug
Sundays.
on Bosnia and as well preparations gesuon to level Andrews Memoriai
,
'
Tennis Court to be a memorial park
At this stage, Wyche as weU com- for Earth Day.
ing lot instead, trustee Davie
KokKianGoh.Voiceeditor,tben
black
mented on the problems of
students on varsity teams, noting admitted mat he could not top the Mortensen objected, stating tha
that, of the beginning 28, there are bombsbeU dropped by predecessor "Mrs. Andrews hersef brought her
only 13 black students now on such ToddLewisatthelastSuidentRela- - personal gardener down to cater u
students uppped : tkns Committee; at which Lewis the roses."
f
To this Durham replied. "WeU
out of their teams because of racial had stated in effect that the college
they're
dead now." Durham sooi
issue.
unfairness, Wycbe stated. Borush. was to be sued over the Sprint
closing remarks befor
acmade
after
the
recount
when
however,
really
did,
that,
bad
Gob
"It's
asserted
the sports department takes on a life tivities of the paper this year, in-- declaring the meeting adjourned.

continued from page
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y Distribution of the budget guide
commit-tetflecisions,nddiscussioo-

cthe

24-ho- ur

The Education Action CTomminee.
tinder the leadership of Steve Pernod
97, Vice' President for Academic
Affairs, has finished compiling the
tutor list for tins semester, and staled
that mey wfll be available under the
ride board in Lowry Center.'
v There was also some information
given about next weeks upcoming

election, which win be taking place
on Tuesday. In a past session of
SGA, a resolution was passed that
stated if none of the candidates in
the election gamer 30 percent of the
vote, there win be a nmoff election
between thetop twovotegetters.Tbe
Campus Council election is an ex-

GLC
Concludes
Crandell Case

Campus CouncilFinalize
GuideUries for Student :
Organization Registrationu.,

and line acceptance of judicial
others raised concerns aboutchanges
Reglsterntgfa:Saidem-Paniza- mpatroCing and pioceaBT heeded if
document were the taghligfitr
don"
access became the norm. He
week's Campnsv.Council
this
of
change"
believes thatmorcgrab
win be to the benefit of an concerned. meeting;
V

u.

--:-

.-.V-

?-TV

Events scheduled 'through

Vi.

.

. ReneeSnyderannonncedthatsev-era-

l

representatives from the Inter
faith Council win be coining to next
week's meeting to ask for a seat on
'
ConnciL;. .

.

JohnPlummerpassedoutthebud-g-

et

guideline for this year and gave
tbeTcminderthat April 5 is the deadline for submission of budgets for

Caroline Buxton then passed
around a handout with "a brief explanation of the College of Wooster
Judicial System and a summary of
thecases adjudicated during Semester I of the 1995-9- 6 academic year.
Arterreview of fcfow cases, Coununanimously accepted the Judicil
ception, where the top three
votegetterswtn seats. There wfll be cial Board decisions.
a Meet The Candidates session H Charter committee chair PotmenWyche 97 reported that his comSisaday tt6PJ&inLQwiyPii, '

continued from page 2

mitlee did not meet Tuesday morning as usual to discuss charters but
mey win be reviewed by the committee by next week's meeting.
Wyche did, however, distribute
the edited version of Registering a
StndemQrganbation" forCouncil's
scrutiny. Several members exT'
pressed concern about the deadline
for turning in charters, which is the
fifth fuU week of classes in the fall
;
quarter:
Carolyn Buxton commented that
she thought that the date of the deadline could potentially be confusing.
Cameron Flint '97 thought that it
might be too soon. "Five weeks is
pretty tight for trying to puU an
organization together." Snyder
"We have to draw a line
somewhere."
don't think this is brain surgery "said Andrew Weaver'97, who
suggested that at the beginning of
the year Council finds out what the
riffK1'" date is and heavily publicize it The charters win then be
approved by the end of the semester
in order to be eligible for Council
funds.
--

re-.spon- ded,

1

He also stated that a possible option would be to enter the name o;
member to tlu
every
GLC as possible new members
"We have certain principles." sale '
Cummings, and he believes tha:
the ideals of openness that th
CrandeUs espouse cannot be com
promised.
off-cat f The. last charge, of an
pus activity, comes from tne aiie
gations of an unnamed student wh
stated that the CrandeUs had re
quired their new members to g- off campus for an activity, a re
quirement that is against guidelines. This student talked to Rodda .
and has been kept anonymous. The
CrandeUs stated in February that
this event was not required, and
witii
was only a
CrandeH Alumni.
They decided mat our side of uV
story was not correct," said
Cummings about the CrandeU ex
planations. Cummings also stated
that the CrandeUs would be taking
up these issues with GLC again in
the future.
non-Gre-
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Wooster Insight
Thanks, but..
nod

lately? 'Besides the plethoric beer bottles,
Have yoa had a look
you might have mined the new park benches. These firm structures, made
of what appears to be rubber from a local supplier and wood cross beams,
are fairly comfortable for late Bight talks or peopk watching. And who do
we owe an this to? Our soon to be no longer acting president. Mr. R.
--

Stanton Hales.
These park benches make a great addition to our campus, and 77
Wooster Voice would like to thank Mr. Hales for his hard work to procure
them. Although, benches are great, do they justify a 4.5 tuition increase?
We think act. Although, the tuition increase probably did not pay for the
benches, but. we win never know since the Trustees still don't release the
budget. So, Mr. Hales we thank you and we would like to urge you to
continue to beautify our campus, but dammit man, keep our uniion down!

I.S. March in

Retrospect

On Monday we feasted our eyes on the veritable scene that is the IS
March and its following celebration and mayhem. Independent study is of
course an inlegral part of indeed a selling point for the college. It is also
imdoubtedly an indomitable "high." a not significant source of stress.
When one spends such amounts of time on a project, they get attached to
it, and hence we should rive them their due celebration.
But bow far's too far? u was great when we stopped traffic on Beall for
ten minute. You would have thought that we'd graduated or something.
event in the life of a
Senior LS. has also become such an
senior that it is used as an excuse for all sorts of maladies, from anxiety.
when
lethargy, to having an
bad year. Is it not the
a senior falls behind on the rest of his or her classes and supposes it
justified because of IS? It most definitely isn't when one assumes that
missing classes is an LS. --given right.
Ross Murfin, when be spoke here recently, bad a point when be stated
that nothing, even LS.. should be treated as a "sacred cow." It's not that we
want it taken away. Independent Study is an unassailable part' of this
college. It's the process, and the consequences, which should be crammed .
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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The Editorial Board pondered, due
to Fenske's involvement with the
Voice not considering her for an

VICE-PRESIDE-NT

w40HlWraiesarKfcftjB?erien
iliW7mttMWx'i
j on SGA all contributed strongly to
aooui campus issues ana
of an the people who were not
m

trail, wnu
in-

cumber Campus Cotmcfl members,
Fenske had the most knowledge
about the issues at hand. Coupled
with mis knowledge were definite
stances on the issues: she clearly
has the win to try and institute
change. She is very much the "outsider' candidate, but she is also a
- candidate who has already made a
strong effort to educate herself on
the issues..

DonnenWyche

--

the Editorial Board's decision.
Niemeyer has experienced the SGA
ad hoc committee system, and seems
to have both the energy and the
insight needed to reform it His is
also ready to take up the Security
. issues that his position demands.
j Perhaps most impressive was his
familiarity with the steps that will
need to be taken on both issues, such
as his planned series of dialogues
the administration to mate sure they
"
are informed of student security con--

."

Over the last two years Dormen
effective ayrsfrtMrvc. students Wyche hasbecotaeanhTtryiJ parr,
wffl be able to elect many more
of CampuaCoahaLi He has spent
In reviewing aS the candidates,
the form of each SGA member; By time above and beyond the caU of the Editorial Beard discovered two
not dominating the Senate, but fa--, duty familiarizing himself with is--. important facts. The first was that
cilitating it so that it can act. Weaver
iherearemanystudentswnowishto
promises to empower the student going through .the .sometimes get involved and help their campus.
; mindnumbingry long work that is
body as a whole.
We hope that, win or loose, candirequired for a successful initiative. dates wiH continue to try and make
CAMPUS COUNCIL
Wyche's energyseems limitless, and indifference. Enthusiasm, however,
AadyDaker
be has proven that he knows how to ' if nrif wipngtir many
In all matters of importance, the use it well
. pecially outsiders, simply did not
fotf
Ftitnial Foard Ms
understand the issues which student
FORACA-DEMI- C
Andy Duker win stand firm. Duker
government faces, or the methods
has the rare combination of familAFFAIRS
student government employs. Our
iarity wim campus issues and a disBrian Friedauua
advice: every student should do his
trust of politics that marrs him
Friedman's experience in dealing
her homework. Read the weekly
only in results. Duker feels effectively with the College burean-crac- reports in the Voice. Or, better yet,
a sense of duty to make this campus
as both a member of SGA and attend Council and SGA meetings.
a better place and has always felt as President of HUlelhas been They are open, and there is no better
that if he is not sure what student proven on several occasions. His way for anyone to educate themopinion is, be should go out and bear familiarity and passion with the is- selves than seeing the Issues deit before he makes a decision. Talk- sues that be wUl face as VPAA was bated first hand.
ing to Duker is probably one of the impressive, as is bis firm view that ' But for every student, the most
best ways a student can have an students should get what they want important thing to do is vote on
impact on Campos Council deciout of majors and courses available Tuesday. A high voter turnout comsions. The Editorial Board believes when they pay tuition. Friedman mands administrative respect. A
that he win continue to do so in the also shows the msighttoknow when low voter turnout teO Galpin they
walk an over as.
-

.-
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he needs more information, and the
ability to get it.
FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
Ryan Niemeyer

Sarah Fenske

r-TuH-

A

CMaMnv:

rnemetlSlimm-

P

future.

--

Jrin Zofcfa
Robot WJ

IIMntar

PRESIDENT
Andrew Weaver
Weaver best combines the needed
traits ofknowledge and vision. Bom
Weaver's long experience with SGA
and Campus Council, he has gained
a understanding ofbow to' gel things'
done m the current system. Sometimes a few words to one person can
be far more effective than a roar at
all of Galpin, and Weaver understands where both are appropriate.
Weaver also has a vision of where
be wants his Senate to go. He has
already stated that as soon as the
Senate is elected, be will begin and
take the actions need to get SGA
education and informed about its
mission, structure and the current-issue- s
that areon the table.Weaver's
vision involves empowering the
Senate, so Oat instead of electing

.
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of Wooster found out two important
things. The College of Wooster's new president: R. Stanton Hales. The CoOege of
Wooster's new astrological sign: the dead
'
'
'
horse.' . '
-:
Now, with less vision then he could pickup
at Lens Crafters, Stan Hales seems poised to
lead the College of Wooster
.
D
Benjamin
Wachs
ZVo
y
fault:
Stan
This fiasco, however, is not his
Hales is but a symptom of the deeper malaise
at Wooster, and it is this malaise, not Prest-- ;
dent Hales, that we, and he, must address.
President Hales is not a disaster. The fact that
he was chosen is.
In retrospect, it was a foregone conclusion.
That's a large pan of the problem. Let us be
honest about how the process worked. The
unaniminity of the search committee was a deliberate illusion: no matter hat
the ratio of opinion within the search commit-tee, they would vote on it imafumously. Asit
happened, however, the search committee
forwarded two names to the executive committee, the body which actually voted on who
to present to the trustees. Giventwo names,
Ross Murfin and Stan Hales, by the search
committee, the executive committee (which
could not have received the names any earlier
than March 2nd, when the decision was made
by die search conimitteeTreviewed, voted on,
and scheduled the press conference by March
7th: they did all that in under five days.
Considering that they probably knew there
would be a press conference before they announced it on Thursday, it looks like they
were able toeccidebetwcetrHales and Mtnfin
wymuxt. the iricredible
in 3 dayortes&
laptdfyclthat decision (grrcnt
mendation of the search committee, the dos- CbllegB

.
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Our School Too
audit's
burning
Of course I don't suggest
rtg- etooaeherweenthefearof new ideas andthe

Altfur
search committees recommendafions all had
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to be forwarded to me executive committfc..
let alone get reviewed in detail) is a strong
mdication that the search process was predetermined from the beginning. The trustees
wanted Hales, and they got him. They have
"Susanned" another process.
Even if I am wrong, however, and the conclusion to the search was not predetermined,
the presidential search process is irredeemably flawed. Consider tbeexecutive committee, the body exclusively of trustees which
actually votes on the Candida tes.Jigverjnggtr
with the candidates being considered The
executivecommittee does not interview mem,
does not meet them, does not speak to' them.
The dubious value of this as a practice aside,
it undermines any chance an outside candi
date might have: the trustees on the executive
committee never met Ross Murfin; because
he never worked for them. Tbeyfhad "met-ok"president Hales on several occasions how- and
ever, both when be was a
t.
Obviously be, or any candidate who already works for Wooster, has a
'
great advantage in this system.'
This, it seems, is the way that The College
of Wooster always works, and look where it
has gotten us: despite the fact that even
President Hales admits that a liberalarts institution needs to "ventilate themselves and get
some air," our last 4 presidents have been
insiders. Our tuitions have been going up
while our number of students has been going
down. Does anyone understand how little we
g,
over the
have done, other than
After I5:what;innoyatiye
ast
things have we done? With an insider. Hales
'
or anyone else, what new initiatives' did they'
expect as to take? Wooster's trustees had to

dojomething: itisinfviatmgtoattendplasses
in which we are taught to use our critical
faculties to examine and solve problems, only
to be told, when we try to apply that learning
to the College, that it is none of our business
by trustees who are afraid of change. The
trustees rationale, apparently, is that we don't
pay for this college, and so we don't have a
say. Yet we do pay: our tuition, in fact, was
just raised. Some of us have also been sweating and bleeding for years on behalf of this
college; it is insulting to be told that we don't
know what we're doing by people who have
only put in the effort it takes to lift a checkbook. The trustees, and the new Hales administration, have to look, listen, and begin to
solve the problems that they so far haven't
wanted to recognize.
But we, too, must take actions of our own.
Students should be prepared to fight for our
right to be treated like adults. If President
Hales is willing only to listen and not to act,
we should be prepared to storm Galpin again,
to write letters to major newspapers, to boycott classes. Until the administration and the
trustees prove that we can trust them, and the
search process hasn't helped, we shouldn't
trust them. We must act msteadVoting in
this Tuesday's elections is a good beginning:
a strong SGA will be a good beginning.

--

.

--

.

ea

nt

acting-presiden-

--

fund-raisin-

3jfr?

comfort of the familiar. We have been
fortable for 30 years. It was an unfortunate
choice. Quite literally, we are at a Stan-sul- L
The important question to ask, however, is
not "Why did we get President Hales," but
"Why weren't we ready for Ross Murfinr
Why is it that we are not willing to do our duty
as an educational institution, and learn something about the way we do things, so that we
can improve it? By asking these questions we,
and President Hales, can possibly turn the
disaster of the Trustees' intellectual dishonesty crawardiceOdcn'tkrwwwhichJaround.
You see, the students did not give their
overwhelming support to Ross Murfin because he was a demigod, or because we could
call his' administration "The Mighty Murfin
Power Rangers." We supported him because
he immediately understood that communication between Galpin and the students has
ttat it must be reestab- lished. He immediatly understood that our
retention rate of minority students is appalling, and that the reasons for it must be examined, not just covered up. In short, he displayed a willingness to tackle the tough problems that must be addressed if we are not to
stagnate, and we found that inspiring.
Now, here's the amazing thing: if he is
willing to take afew risks, Stan Hales can do
the exact same things.
The issues that Murfin impressed us with
were not "Murfin's issues," they were, and
are, campus issues, and Stan Hales has the
opportunity now to solve them. He can do this
by listening to the students and acting on our
advice. Will he do it? I don't know. Stan
"Hates is a great listener - one of the best - but
that is only part of the equation. He MUST
act. He must TAKE RISKS.
com- -.

'

vice-preside-

literally bi
the trustees in effigy. Thatbabarbaric action
and, to be honest, the trustees don't come on
campus often enough to notice k. But we must

-

;do" to

Benjamin Wachs is Assistant Editor of the
Voice
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in China, government organizations often did last year. For instance, I have a friend,
have woiideJ attendance. It's my hope that who we'll call "Aarin Rewpirt" Last year,
ing you to our humble Viewpoints column.
SGA could learn from a system that is differ- Aarin was a senator, but he rarely went to
One of our goals has always been to provide a a field of forty or
meetings (bad attendancebad senator see
from our own. You know, a chance
ent
the
'98
SETTZ:
of
As
a
Yes,
gradate
I do.
forum for campus leaden.
cultural sensitivity. You say potato, above): now. he still thinks that SGA does
class of the Emerging Leaders Seminar, I
SETTZ: Me? Really? A campus leader?
nothing and has brought his own biases into a
I say potato, you say totalitarian, I say protecJAS: 1 think it's safe to say. .Some might think I have the necessary abilities to commupublication where he serves as News
learning
certain
to
about
people:
all
i
it's
consider SGAjustaTobbymggnup, but I d aicates aay thoughts and feelings to a diverse tors of the
One would hope that Aarin would
Editor.
way
differences.
appreciate
peers
that
in
a
hire to tffink that in many waya, the VotohndcoinamMty of any fellow
,
know
this
better.
done
has
SGA
you
feel
.JAS:
.
How
do
awareness
issues
ieflectraaehsMvityand
to
SGA do the same thing: they present an alter
- JAS: Do you think that people like Aarin
V'year?
thfc
inci
us
understand
and
hear
all;
that
affect
groups
J
that
aren't
native voice to certain other
SETTZrWelL in answering that, I havelp ate really stiff hurting SGA's image?
as purely student ran.-- But let's get back to the needs of my fellow students and have enough
SETTZ-- . Yes, even now he still hurts us. I
point
yes,
out that SGA is fundamentally a service
they
X
could
to believe that
question at hand- - understand that you're
'
and representational organziation. Busing mean, bey, normally I would get a column in
vote for me.
running for president of SGA?
the special, election section like, all of the
JAS:bcreatmgcccipetitiontheolereason andtutorlists,bookswapsandsecurityissues.
SETTZ: Yes, that's certainly true. It's alcandidates, but Aarin doesn't think I'm
few
other
only
a
are
of
these
and student discounts:
ways been my . belief that competition can you're not running for another year.
enough to demand that.
we
Do
"serious
organization
does.
things
many
the
;
in
hoping
be
to
actually,
SETTZWell,
I'm
only lead to a better quality of student leader-- . JAS: Speaking about the election, what do
only
Sure,
but
groups?
that's
lobby
other
year.
Beijing
next
with
the
pleased
ship. I've been pleasantry
JAS: Some would charge that a more loyal because of the inefficient bureaucracies that you think of the prospects for this year's
amc
of interests SGA thU year, and I can
only hope that there win be aamuch interest in SGAer would stay at Wooster. Certainly, off have forced us to. These year, we are much campaign?
SETTZ: Well, it's tough to say. I mean
campus study has sounded the death knell for more efficient. I would point out that last
my election, next year. ,
three-Penrod, Weaver, and Murray have all had
JAS: What b made yc decide to run now? past campaigns Matt Queen, Andrew year, SGA wasted valuable time on
SGA
Constitution: pretty decent attendance ., but I probably
SETTZ: Not what, who.When Staimey Gantt Weaver Do yon feel that China could offer page amendments to the
on to an-- shouldn't comment. You know, I'm on elecmoved
have
now,
members
those
get yon m a room and says he wants yon the yon experiences useful to SGA?
write tion committee. I'm sore you understand. As
instead
they
where
organization
administraother
SETTZ:
Chinese
I believe that
the SGA president, yoo tend not to say na
three-paan official, I have a responsibility to remain
andteavetherest
advisorcomracts
see,
as
me.
You
heh
could
prcxdures
tive
JAS: So you're announcing your decision
fair. You know, it's important. I'm sure
parliamentarian of SGA, I've come to me of us to do more valuable things.
now for next year? '
- you're the same way about journalistic integhavethings
JAS: Do yon honestly think
SETTZ: Yet. my theory is that if Andrew conrlminn that the most important thing in
- -rity.
changed mnch recently?
Weaver's decision to ran seven weeks before sua ts attendance. - v
JAS: Well, I certainly thank you for speak.'
turned
we
have
SETTZ:
that
really
believe
I
man
JAS: Attendance?
anfidama,
the oadiim grnrrttrd
SETTZ: Yes, attendance Attendance is a into a solid organization. . And, of course, ing with me. I with you the best of luck in
mv decision to run should generate some
we'restill fighting theoegative perceptions of everything and look forward to seeing how
where between forty and fift- y- and. like I gorxlwaycirjdkgyouraamniitiiiemto
those who feel guifty about the bad jobs they your election turns out.

JAS:RrstofaILIhavetobeginby

longr tin.
JAS: Do you think that you can compete in

welcom-
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Feature v'it
The Great Outdoors: And What Happened There
'V

FRITS HAVERXAMP
GORDON MCCREIGHT
SUZANNE SPUING

It is not very oftea that eight
stadents of such diverse backgrounds get the opportunity to

for

y

Marlboro
with the help
coon-tr-

of

S.G.A.

(Thanks guys!).
After a 30 hour
van ride in extra- close quarters.
our buts were

wet,

a

salamander). She
smiled a lot though, as
aia inc ren uj ui...

Wooster winter to a spectacular.

V

z)

and she looked like
newt (a small

killing us, and Suzanne had put her
feet on the ceiling. The surroundings had changed from a bleak

"

sunny natural hot tub. Wegotna- hot
kedfast. The Jemez (Hey-mesprings located ia northern New
Mexico is a bather's paradise with
104 degree water forming pools and
shortfalls. After a short stay at the
hot springs, we jumped back in the
vaa and headed sooth for Gila National Forest where our tnulbead
awaited os.
Gfla National Forest is 33 mil-lio- n
acres of publicly owned forest

share two foil weeks in the New
Mexico wilderness. Bat that's
what we did, nan. This spring
break while yon all were heading
for Florida on band tear or strag
gling with LS.,
three group of
8
students
"She was cold and

headed

"

T --

fork of the Gila River, we wandered
in the direction of the elusive mount

2.

which is New
Mexican for
beautiful or

10

EWMEXICC

something,
was as diverse in its

Airbus sped down the runaway,
and our A 320-20- 0
gently lifting me op into the great wonder of the
friendly skies. I was leaving all that I knew in the
United States behind to experience two weeks of life
in the third world nation of Ecuador, which would
turn out to be one of the most incredible journeys of
my life.
I noticed the first cultural difference between my
white, western perspective and the view of a people
that have struggled to maintain their nation's place in
an ever changing, multidimensional world, once the
plane touched down onto the runway of Quito International Airport. People began to cheer and clap
when they knew they had made it home safely. It was
a celebration of hfe. and evidence of the appreciation
Ecuadorians have for each waking moment I walked
down the stairs of the aircraft into a hum id rainy night
under the close supervision of armed military personnel, and I realized that the world was much bigger
than I had imagined.
The aspect of Ecuadorian life that impressed me the
most was the steadfast belief that family comes before everyihing else. I had the pleasure of talking to
a native woman during one of my many bos rides
through the country. She travels ten hours by bus each
weekend to see her only daughter, who lives with her
husband in the Oriente, or jungle of Ecuador.
I thought of the months that go by when I do not see
my family, and I also thought of other families broken
apart by children and parents who don't find the time
to be together. Then I thought that perhaps the things
we have forgotsea in a fast paced world, dictated by
cyberspace cornmunication and the fluctuation of the
Dow Jones, need to be reassessed for their true value
and worth.
Another thing that did not cease to amaze me
during my travels in Fro1 was the stark contrast

--

Participants around the sign, which says it all
Mogollon Baldy which towered
above os at a mighty 10.770 ft

between people traveling by foot, and the drivers of
cars and buses. The pedestrians are so slow and
deliberate carefully balancing huge bags of wool,,
babies and other necessities on their backs. Yet they
remain courteous and friendly to all of other lonely
wanderers.
On the other hand, the roads are a serious game of
win and lose, where each driver fights to maintain his
place in the constant flow of automobiles. Traffic
signs are rarely seen and often ignored. My mother
told me a story about a group of Gringos (American
tourists) that were pulled over for passing in a no
passing zone. The officer explained to them that it
was against the rules, but went on to say how surprised be was that they had even stopped when he
blew his whistle.
I cannot truly explain, in words the feeling I had
while a passenger on the Ecuadorian freeways, but it
is something remarkable to be sitting in a small
country bus. traveling at 45 miles per hour down a
windy dirt road, that drops a total of 14 ,000 feet, from
the Sierra mountain region into the Ecuadorian coastline. Although we did get ma few fender benders, I
was just thankful we were not catapuhed off the side
of the road into the abyss of the valley below.
Another difference between the Ecuadorians and
myself is our concept of personal space. Ecuadorians don't seem to have ooe.U was not unoxrimon to
have the maximum capacity of seats on a bos extended by ten or fifteen people and other various
mammals. I could not believe that people could find
available space, when I thought there was absolutely
no way td fit one more body on the bus.
This comfort with proximity is probably the result
of a society that is based on social activity ami human
interaction. In my two week stay, I did not have
access to a TV or a computer. I was forced to reach
out to other humans to coordinate my plans or be
entertained. AUthatatravelerrealryneedsisanopen
mind and an abundance of flexibility to be thor- please see ECUADOR, page 7

sick all over the place, but we were ;
onfazed. We were going to White
Sands and nothing short of mear
testing was gonna stop us. r ;
When we got there Laura Snow
98. a geology major, was tally
stoked because the sands weren't
quartz, but gypsum. The huge
sand dunes made an ideal playground for all of os. Once we were
tan and tired, we treated ourselves
to pizza. We pigged cut, eating
five large pizzas in under ten minutes.
..
.
The van. heavy with food and
equipment, not to mention the smell
of Frits' feet, headed North to Ghost
Ranch, New Mexico. Georgia
O'Keefe painted till the end of her
lifs in this magnificent locale. We
hiked for two days through the valleys and litcsas, overcome with the
beauty of the region. We even saw
a Taco Bell ad being filmed. TV.
doesn't do the area justice though.
The stench in the van was getting
uncontrollable, so we headed for
another hot spring. This spring
was more secluded but not quie
.

Lx

Hanging With The Ecuadorians
SAETA airlines, flight 24, had been cleared for
take off from the Miami International Airport, and
with the okay from the flight crew, the engines roared

The last two days were an exercise :
in determination as we managed to
faike the 20 infles to the van despite.
aU our injuries. The curvy road out

ofGimadeStacyDrcher97get

and range-- land. The
land of Gila,

terrain as we
were in our
b a c k we hiked
day
grounds. On the first
really far. We were ready though,
especially Frits because be lives so
far from Kauke. Following the west

KARL ROBILLARD

BhavsruMody99 kept faffing into
the streams that we crossed every

-

ten steps. She was cold and wet,
and she looked like a newt (a small
salamander). She smiled a lot
though, as did the rest of os when
we woke up the next morning with
frozen boots. Our garlic endowed
Cream of Wheat and oatmeal kept
os coins as we ascended towards
. jK.ll

Jil

lhl.

fHl-.(nk.- -l

1

'

'

.

'

A
I

Cavorting on the sands, making neat shadows
the summit. By lunch on the fourth
day we had decided to resign with
smiles like Nixon, doe to overwhelming injuries,., and the blizzard. But not before eating our
lunch at 9300 feet, munching on our
limited food supply and laughing as
Philippe Koznb '97 and Woody
Shew 93 fought about who got to
lick the inside of the peanut butter
bag.
On the way back to the van, we
skipped with our thenhght50-poun- d
packs. Over the 6 days that we were
out. our hiking skilU had increased
incredibly, and we could cross

s3reamswieaseeeptorMody.

so hot, bat Lisa Kola '98 still managed to wash enough grease from
her hair so that some of her curls
sprang back to life.
Our last night under the stars we
-

hadaduuxeenxxjnterwuhaschool

teacher named Perry, who turned
out to be a real good storyteller. He
told.os about the formation of the
stars by the Great Spirit and then,
graced os with a musical interlude
that brought the trip to a climatic
dose. That night, we left behind the
brilliance of stars free from the
lights, bu we know
they shaH be forever close in all our
bearts.
in-lerferenc-

eccity
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SGK

position on
Thejob ofthe president is arguably the most important student-hel- d
coordinates
Council,
Campus
on
seat
campus. The President of SGA has a
student involvement in the trustee committees, and is the chief executive of SGA.
The President selects the SGA parliamentarian and leads the Cabinet The
President serves in a Variety of roles, often speaking before the student body at
events such as convocation.

BresMeeit
Ryan Boeding
The Leaders of this institution
called the College of Woostef have
a stranglehold on ns here. I believe
that there is a lot of red tape that
could and should be cut down and
thrown out the window. It is not the
fault 'of the student government,
rather an unwillingness by higher-beinto see many things our way,
the student way. This coming from
an outsider, a new guy to the scene
who views Galpin as a pod of conservative, money hungry, opinionated humans delegated as our overseers. Beanrocracy here i$ a grave
problem which tends to represent a
"giving in" of sorts for die sake of
getting things done. The course
which should be taken is not always
the shortest route,but rather die most
efficient and promising in the long
run for the benefit of us, the tuition'
paying student i.
Teachers as well could and should
get involved in arguing for justice,
in insisting on the best for the students as well as themselves. There is
nothing wrong I feel, in professors
and students joining forces for this
cause. Numbers and patience can go
gs

.

j

tHmtimmm(m'hmr wiwww.

...

is tired of the way thmgs are run
currently. For too long,' SGA4
in die: same types c lands?"
people who want the supposedglory
of being a member the atudent

done is the guarantee of autonomy
from me stranglehold of this institution There are many inconsisten- -.
des and unfair rules in dealing with
them that should stop.
To conclude; if the founding
of this beautiful country fought
for their freedom, so should we. ,

has-bee-

n

government at the College i of

fa-th-en

Ryan Murrey

Wooster, but too indolent in their
actions, I plan to lead SGA, not just
'
manage it, and to lead effectively, it
takes a genuine desire and effort,
notjust experience. To be the president is such a. grand opportunity,
and I'd hate for our sake to have this
opportunity wasted. : I plan on exploring new venues and opportunities for our sacred C.O.W.; starting
at the grass roots and working upi
wards and outwards.
I have a favor to ask of you, and
that favor is relatively simpler I
would appreciate it ifyou'd vote for
me. ;By doing mix one small favor
for nie, yon can expect a larger oner
to make the college as good a place
as I can, and toeffect as much change
as possible.

necessary to facilitate constructive ' the stifling of students' voices on
discussions and the experiences in this campus. Our student leaders
SGA and Campus Council required failed in their duty by allowing the
to start off the year with the initia trustees and the administration to
tive that is important to begin- - a disregard student opinion.
The leadership of the SGA needs
successful and productive year. The
president of SGA must be someone to pass into the hands of people who
are committed to providing effecthat knows how the organization
works. He cannot learn about the. tive solutions for the issues that conorganization as he goes, be must be cern us. The SGA has to be aware of
the one to lead the organization, not general student opinion, and has to
the other way around. I have the learn to communicate with the 'Stuexperience necessary to take the dent body. One of my goals is to
improve communication between
actions needed for a strong presia
and
senator,
a
students and their leaders, and to
hafve
been
dent. I
Ouxnetmember. Through my posi- mprove the accessibility of the KG A.
for
Since the SGA seeks to represent
tion this year as
Academic Affairs I have led the the interests of students, I would
Educational Affairs Committee that like to ensure that the organization
was responsible for bringing the is accountable to the student body. I
mayoral candidates to campus and would like to be able to provide
compiling the tutor list. I have served effective solutions to issues thatcon-(x- rt
students during the
on Campus Council and in turn been
year. The SGA"as the official
a member of the charter committee
and the judicial committee. I have representatives of the student body
served this campus in many ways in needs to lead from the front instead
the past and would like to continue of responding to issues that are raised
individual stu. to serve it through the presidency. . and publicized by
The president must be someone that dents. I will seek to increase the role
holds strong opinions, but can take a of the SGA in decisions that concern
neutral stance during a discussion. student life on this campus. I believe
During a debate, the president can- that to restore the influence of student opinion on this campus, we
not fari''t"t- - a successful discusinto
have to increase the power that the
sion when their opinion enter
and
Creativity
SGA can wield in the fashioning of
the conversation.
vision are important aspects of a decisions that affect us. Solutions to
successful SGA president, but the problems of the lack of suitable
knowledge of how the system works parking spaces, and the increased
helps change student concerns into townspeople -- snidentccrfrcfltatioris
positive results. After all is said and need to be found soon. Questions
need to be raised about the weight
done, that is the purpose a representative student government serves. that student opinion carried in the
recentPresidenual search. I will find
Leadership and experience count
the solutions and raise the ques-

1

;

I realize that the majority of this
campus doesn't know me from
,
Adam.
Or Andrew, Jim, Steve or any of
.
. the presidential candidates.
I also realize that most of you
don'thave time to make anew friend,
and even if you do, wouldn't want to
base a friendship on the fact that the
primary reason for this new found
camaraderie would be that I'm run.
ning for an office.
So, this is an attempt for you to get
to know me a little better and hopefully ease some of the reservations
you might have about voting for
someone you might not know. And
I guess the best way for me to go
about doing this is to just tell you
along way.
exactly why I feel I'd make a good
Progress was begun this year that
As far what I feel my campaign president.
changed the face of SGA. Worthhas
platform should consist of are the
I've spent a year on SGA, which while actions havebeen taken, some
following three major actions. These is just about long enough to become
by the stucome in no particular order, as they frustrated with the whole thing SGA noticed some unnoticed new and
a
reflect
body,
that
dent
are all important in their own rights.' moves about as fast ketchup out ofa
First, the school, and particularly glass bottle, and does about just as improved SGA in the eyes of the
administrathe International Student Associa- much. My goal forSGA next year is student body and the forum for
a
longer
no
is
SGA
tion.
tion must be' commended for their for it to become more mobile,and be
over
how to do
debate
worthless
work in representing the cultural able to spread itself out a lot more
brought
have
students
nothing.
The
diversity on campus. However, there than it does. There are a number of
been
have
that
SGA
concerns
to
can never be too much exposure to organizations on this campus that
soluinto
transformed
accepted
and
other cultures. I therefore propose feel under represented, and Id like
would like to not only conthe creation of either an interna- to see SGA take a more active role tions. I
trend, but take it another
this
tinue
tions.
tional restaurant on campus or an with these organizations. To acfurther.
I want to promote the
step
Movinternational menu at Lowry.
It's time for a change in student
complish this,Iplan to inviteacotiple
to away
leadership. We need to ensure that
Organiing along, I would like to see the of groups each week to the SGA Sprit bus again to travel
StudentGovemment
The
games. To
installation of beertaps in. either meetings,andjust tell us what they're football and basketball increase at--, zation is supposed to represent the our voices are heard and that our
upon
this
and
improve
Lowry Center or Mom's. Now.Iam doingand where they could use some
interests of students on this campus. interests are properly represented
publicize a schedtalking watered down Old Mill or help. Having amore informed SGA tendance, I would
couple by an effective leadership. I wish to
beginning of the season Unfortunately, over the last
Natural here, ladies and gentlemen. allows it to make better decisions, ule at the
had provide that change. .
rarely
opinion
years
student
of
gives students more time to plan"
issues
I would prefer to see thick, dark serve as a catalyst for more progres- that
See PRESIDENT , on page
resolution
of
the
in
any
effect
to be effecGuinness, sweet Newcastle Brown sive changes, changes thaTyou will ahead. In order for SGA
ii, for the 5th presidential
the respect of the that concerned us. Things should
Ale or even Heineken. I realize this notice. And for yon to better inform, tive, it must have Campus Coun-ci- L never have reached the point where
candidate
administration and of
would be hard but if the is a win, me, Iwillbeatatableintberrontof
by
a
lawsuit
a
of
threat
the
took
it
respect
this
gained
that
SGA has
security
there is a way. Lastly, the issue of Lowry Thursday and Monday, askyear,
and I hope to increase that student to have our social
Sororities
has
your
survey
on
and
records.
the Fraternities
Sprint
from
erased
ing you to fill out a
numbers
maintaining positive diarai
possible
been and win continue to be a big opinions of SGA and what SGA respect by
never
have
been
should
It
logue with the administration, arid
Presicarry
a
out
to
college
needs to do.
- one. No matter how the administrastances in Cam- for the
taking
tion chooses to call us, we are fraterUltimately, what I hope to bring pus
to address the dential search without any student
in
order
Council
nities and sororities in every way, to SGA is a fresh out look and en- concerns the students. SGAneeds involvement whatsoever. The SGA
of
shape, and form. What need to be ergy as someone like yourself who
blame for
a president that has the leadership bears a large part of the
-
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There are several reasons why
feel the most qualified to be Presi

dent of the Student Government
Association. I could simply list
empty promises with a lack of un
derstanding of how to actually com
plete these tasks, setting forth won
d
derful,
ideas, only lead
ing lo frustration and disappoint'
meat. Instead. I want to take a more
practical approach.
First and foremost. I care about
the institution of SGA. I have in
vested three years of my life ia the
organization, trying to move m
what I fed is the best direction, and
I now fed the time to lead the group
has come. I believe the stodect body
needs a more unified voice, and that
it should come in an efficiently and
effectively ran SGA. I think the
President should represent the stn-dent body as a whole in their interests, but I know that me President
feel-goo-

mialsobesgoodadmiiiistraiorto

keep SGA moving in the right direc
tion.

administrators, responsible for developCouncil is a legislative body, composed of stduents, faculty,
ment and improvement of campus policy, including the Scons Key, chartering organisations, selecting
members ofJudicial Board. There are three
student members of Council, and sts win be able
'
vote
to
.
for three of the 9 candidates running
"At-Larg- e"

.

AndyDuker

AyesJm M. Bell

It's the most interesting thing
yon can do. It heats following the
dollar." John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Why would I want to keep doing
this to myself? Why would I put up
with the politics, the bureaucracy,
the red tape that ultimately goes
along with campus government for
another year? It's not because it
beats fofJowing the dollar, Ia my
bumble opinion, it is not eves the
most interesting thing you can do.
Representing the campus it however, son Killing that must be donev
and must be done welL And
I've kinds gotten used to it.' . - Andy Duker is running Cos Campus Council Representative At-. Honestly, mis job is aomethinf I
want to do. RcpK tenting a student Large
body as diverse as Woosters is not
an easy task. However, Ikaow from,
experience thatl have the ability to f&QCkxe
ing.

to-corre-

avail-abfcwCampusCcncflInsec-

k-ing

to CQ one of those aeattk:Coun-- a
cil is a body which hands down the
legislation Cor all student organizations. The organ! i Mm vis within our
community are of great variety. The
members of Gastpos Council should
be portray this same diversity and be
wflang to represent such views. My
involvement with difZerent oruni-- 1

the sailabk options, I know that I
wQ vote both what I feel is right

:

--

nts

ct

--

My same 3s Mackie Peienteai
weflwwh the students wsnt. Some
adminisua-tioI am iiaaaiiitg for s Campus
say
n
(aotably
would
the
Seat, I am cur-- ,
Council
at timeX) that the two-- doa
always comdde. I would say that rentiy s Junior, majoring an history
they do more often than you would and minoringm sports
dunk. We atiaViui have a
mo muutkj wj mimtttrmm
j
"
iavour baa :, -rsndtcfljcwjIsavthe
V;- ' inserests. Given the chance, we
mlifieri candidal!.. i
First of sH I would like to ten
accomplish many dungs oa this campus. We just need to work together, you about my background. The past
and that is something that. asaCam-p- us two years.Ilurrebeea involved with
Council representative, I wish - SGA, both as a senator and a mem- -,
-- '
berofcabmet As a senator my first
to ffatffitltc.
year X served on the ParkiQg and
realize
talked
have
that
I
not
I
about any of the issues that are cur- - PuhlkRrlsrkwConintioeex Then
ready being debated at Wooster. as a sophomore I was elected to
For the record, I voted at Council to cabinet as Pubhc Relations Direcrepeal the Greek GPA requirement, tor. IXaTngnryterasre,publfcrela-tion- s
reached new heights with more
fiiVwi the mfftfon failed. I beexposure to the hap- campus-wid- e
lieve one of the purposes of an
- penings of SGA
I fix! as though I
to karn tobalance different
responsibilities. ;;-..- '.
Th? have the experience that. it--, takes to
an jrrirjact
on Canmna CJoun i
r
aiiinutiBtauun a mtrntQOf .to pre-fr
v..
.vest as from Conking out areadou--. 'cU..', ..
rable, bat I believe they are misLife Staff as an Resident
placed.
;
I am a inember of Council's Char- A win ant. My position hi the
tercommittee, and I am aware of the
concerns some organi7aticm have amcdi stor,apwgjaiiinyT,aresource
brought forth over the increase in person, and a social coordinator,
paper and requirements Council is wh ilr. rnanagmgprrsonal affairs and
now working on ways to assist orga-- ni taking time to be myself. I feel that
ationsin the charter process, from through my experiences I can bring
finding advisers to going over char- cooperation, enthusiasm, and posi-tiv- e
energy to Campus Council,
ters with organization members.
somehting
it. seems to lack in my
general
part
is
This
trend in
of a
Council to work more closely with point of view. This opportunity will
prove to be both challenging and
the student body. This trend is someexciting if I am elected by you, the
thing I wish to continue.
issues
However,
change, as well student body.
I am also involved in numerous
as people's opinions about them. I
am not in the business of making other leadership position on Camcampaign promises'.
I - am pus, including being an active memhardworking, persistent, and am not ber in Phi Delta Sigma, Hillel, assissatisfied until I believe the needs tant coach of the women"! tennis
and wants of the students have been team, and participating in Intramu--
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miLaa
Matnij
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"tF!
have they done as for? They have
had endless rnceringt. but to what
purpose? Other, than cornpl icating
our lives and making it diffkxiUfor
any organization to exist, what have
they
: I was really quite hesitant to run.,
for Campas Council because I
thought no one knew who I was. I.
am, after all a first-yeand not a
stellar athlete or a theater Stan my
dreams ofsuccess in those areas is
basically sornething J left behind in
high scltoolAroand this campus I
seem to be known for one thing and
one thing enry, and that
And who is going to inspired to
vote for a person chiefly known for
looking cheesy on roddg horse.
"
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Tuesday and vote for change:
MACKIE FEIERSTEIN FOR

t of paperwork, the charters they've

-

k

attention 00 whether Presideat

Clinton ingoing to bere-eiecte-d.
let's try to make a statement on

' What has Campus Craincfl done

vf"

?

-

: for you this year? Besides the stacks

1

ine-rhae-

I

Sarah Fenslce

At-Lar-ge

sts-de-

stn-de-

all-arou- nd

be--sid-es,

sta-de- nt

re-spontib-flity

ral sports. I feel that a qualified
candidate needs to be in a wide variety of activities as well as being an
individual. These position iiat I hold exemplify my strong
background as a student leader on
this campus. I want not to be just a
member of Campus Council, but
someone who makes a difference.
For many years Campus Council
has been the subject of conversation
as an org an if at icn that does nothing
for the student body. I would like to
help rftargft the image and make it
; into the organization that Campus
Council can be. However without
your vote, this is irrnpossible. In--stfrinHl of cofrCfflii winy wiott of yoof

adequately addressed. I would like
to continue the tradition begun by
my colleagues of holding office
hours in order to receive student
concerns. But I believe the best way
to identify problems is to listen, to
menu
watch, and then act
If you have made u this far down
into the essay, you are one of the few
who follow things all the way
through. I too am one of those
people. AD Pm asking is a chance to
continue serving: you ia mis capacity. Thank you for your time, and
remember to vote on Tuesday. Even .
if yoo den't vote for me, please get
outspd vote because a. voice is a

The political world is stimulat-

This year a number of concerns
have surfaced concerning the function of Campus Council. Many students feel as if Council is too consumed wim bureaucracy and that it
fails to represent the views of the
student body. Election time has
come around once again arid there is
a chance for the studcnti to elect
individuals who they know will get
the job done.
There are three positions

There are specific inif a. I
to pay more acrntirw to students, I
want less apathy from the student me to become this typecfindrviduaL,
body on issues that effect this school
During my three years at the coi-and I abo want to focus oa the spehave gsfttnd expo knee which
legej
cify conceou coming from the
me fed more nasi qualified
akes
body (getting into dorms later, toserveasaaxxoberet-Jarge,
Not
exam ai anon Mouroccsjajieatt-up- ,
involved
been
only
with
have
a
I
SGA funding practices, etc).
organizations,
variety
I
of
poisctt
But these issues come from the st
necessary
body and change every year. the skia and Vartmhrn
So how do we establish amgi ant to
coordinator of the SiodentPay
deal with student concetaa as they the
rcfl(XSce.aResidegt Assistant, the
arise? The answer comes ia the
Alumni Chair of PI Kappa and the
StadentSenateand the involvement
Black Student a Association s rep-- .
of the SGA as a whole.
resentsnve
to Campus Council.
I do act see the President as the
was position, along with others,
soke representative of this student
necessary whea
body. Rx SGA to be effective, all have taughtmeskgls
laTge body such as
working
a
with
involved must be given proper
Campus Council. Being open to the
and the idea that what
eas
others , are important, as
th are dooigtt important. You do well asofbeing
sure to protect those
not get this by setting forth big goals things which are valued
by the
but not giving those involved die
CoTJege of Wooster. If
the
at
proper tools to tackle the Hants,
elected to serve as a member-at- Often, everyone becomes frustrated bvge.1 would be certain to represent
and nothing gets done. That is why die variety
concerns and views
I think my experience m the Student pertinent to of
the
student boJy. '
Senate is so valuable. The Senate is
where the work gets done. Campus cerns but slap in developing student
issues are act solved wnh the eiec-ti- leadership. SGA is a serious activ-it- y
of the Cabinet. Instead, it is a
which has not realized its potenconstant relationship between the tial m my three yean here, but I feel
student body and the whole of SGA. SGA is now in the position to start
It is important for the campus to get taking the right steps. I feel confiinvolved in the Senate, to look seri- dent that I can lead this organization
ously at those running for the Senate and make SGA a useful resource on
in the fall, and stay in contact with this campus.
the lepreacntatives to make sure they
Unfortunately, this limited space
know what the campus wants. The does not allow more specific anPresident must provide the best en- -. swers or my resume, but I hope I
vironment for this to take place.
have made yoo think seriously about
Looking at the current SGA Con- this position and the responsibilistitution . Article I. section 2 reads, ties involved. I have taken a great
"SGA works to provide opportuni- risk by not simply writing I want
ties for leadership development." I this and that and everyone will be
want to provide the proper condihappy with me as President. But I
tions for this, aspect of SGA to be understand what is needed to be
realized. I am the candidate that successful, I only need your supbest understands bow the Senate port I ask for your vote this April 2.
must be organized to be effective, Thank you.
not only in dealing with student con- on
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PRESIDENT
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anyway?"

But despite my fears of being annihilated at thepolls,Iknew I had to
run. The more I investigated what
Campus Council's actions this year,
the more I knew that it was time for
change. All three of this year's representatives are running for reelection, and I know exactly what that
would mean another year of red
tape, of complicated policies so
messy that no one can understand
them, and more committees that really have no purpose. Your representatives should make your life
easier, not harder. Their policies
should work for you, not make it

See Fenske page iii
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Director of Public Relations

A chartering process that is besieged with
troubles and a hierarchy of committees have
been the bane of Campus Council this year.
.

harder for you to work, but thanks to the
inefficiency and meaningless politics of this
year's Campus Council, it is hard for clubs to
organize, receive money, and sponsor the
events that the student body really wants. We
really don't need more of this type of bureau,
cracy!
I have never ran for office before, so I'm not
sore exactly how this system is supposed to
work. I only know that it doesn't. I may not
know the intricacies of campus politics, but I
know what makes sense and what doesn't,
what is important and what is silly. I'd like to
jet rid of the CPA reqvrement for Greeks
chartering proand rd like to
cesses and the sysiaavisor contracts. I
would like to diffuse tune ofthe power that

,
1

Council Continued
Fenske,from page Hi
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Many a time the over zealous observing of
parliamentary procedure slows down the
of the S tndent Government Association

The Director of Public Relations publicises SGA events and
services, oversees the making of posters, and directs their place'
menL The Director heads the SGA publicity committee

ac-tk- ns

considerably . Parliamentary procedure should
be made to work for the students and not vice

versa. If such internal problems were dealt
with quickly and efficiently these organizations will definitely be able to reach their full
potential.
I wish to make these organizations move at
the pace that they should be, and to divert their
course from an infinite loop to a definite goaL

--
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Iamregoestinganopporumulorealirethese
goals and student support wiS make these

sir-UlV- the

goals possible.
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Rory Nicole Harris
In making the decision to run for Director of Public Relations, I examined the relationship
between SGA and sklents. The purpose of the Student Government Association is to act on
fnf ytiMtffnta fat inn facing the campus community, border for SGA to serve its purpose
and for College ofWooster students to have proper representation, the relationship between the
two groups must be improved. I mink publicity of SGA actions and activities is a key
be achieved.
comporient to this relationship. There are many ways in which improvement
memher
In
for students
order
"
. Students should be marir aware of whfrh iftiy"
should
If there
they
contact.
who
concerns,
know
need
to
they
opinions
and
to express their

were list of Senators and Cabinet members available for students, it would be easier for
tfwdfftt to contact ifrffr fyfTirf iimtvf,
Another way to improve relations between SGA and students is to publicize the General
Assembly meetings. Many students are not aware that die Senate meets Wednesday evenings
in Lowryv These are public meetings and members of the campus community should feel
"

.

Meghan MciMughlin

CamposCc4Bsocreedirclingsto,andget
rid of the worthless committees that exist just
My name is Meghan MrT anghliit anA I Ira VekometoconTetothetne
wpnn mriivitif that am yning on around campus to the
ip fhre student government sbmedunglodo.- - .m. aoeoorpore
Geology make from Warner, 'SGA works. ,irwCwW.ftn
You have five this ycsrVrc pre jrjilitivcs
through signs hung in Lowry and possibly through
meetings
More
for
publicity
SGA.
tfM f htw m idnsm wfst tfiipv en tri aA MH. I am running for Campus CounciLI feel
representation
that I would provide pos
tney've done nommg Dot mess up your
and interact wiuS SGA members. Also, if SGA members, both Cabinet and Senate, would be
campus
as
a Member-at-Larglife
many
areas
of
of
and mess up your organi; ations.it s tune you
hatvft office houri, impovements in the irlationshrp could be made. Members of
My involvement in a variety of activi- " willing m
voted for someone new. someone who stands
SGA and Campus Council held office ours last semester and I would like to see the hours
for cominou sense and knows that the issues.' ties such as varsity Field Hockey, the Scot enwfowe anH patmhly expand mem.' I feel mat iheae measures will promote more dialogue
concerns of
- important to you arerJndeeaV importanL I
groups between SGA and tmdrnjs and will allow SGA to better address and represent the
think I am the best choke for your vote evea the needs and concerns of differing sophx
body.
student
the
variety of. toerests. Being
and
if I did. once lake ft ride on- oat aiSy plastic. wichx
The duties of rhe Director of FtftlicRelatioiu
more;i bm beea able to see how the 'stndent
between the Student Goveni- Dnrrfetf
":
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wwHwiratina with other eoltefea k important rjecanse
wemayhavesimilarissnesandconceTO
fSteconeeommimitv.Iam verr enthusiastic
:To one coming-- from a country where Iho about findingouthowIcanmakeadiSerence lines open, we can use each other as resources and detent
V
Tf P
wwl wwanhwrnf Sfi A , I hut aeen mm that cmild he impmved- "y 1
i
twwp-M- i
ub ninniMwii
wracrct campus Mgrocii,, :
ty serving as Director jafPublic Relations,1 think that I could help with these unprovements.
rnrfmTrTffrinitniTiiii niiW
that they would like for
this
' concept. I was overjoyed with the thought of all organizations so mat the Greek system is SGA to examine. I am more than wflSng to listen to the
if elected, I encourage students to cootactmewuanyissuestheywouklluas to discuss.
students having a voice in the decisions that ' rtidfjf flood tfinl aWCfl as & bcocflcisl sid pott
mffrVA mmm llf atwl mrmm nwrln trm ffca dye addition to Woosters campus. .
.
I think SGA is a vital pan of mis campus.
' Over me passage of tune, this conviction
adnlrs who deserve
We are ag strong-rninrtThe SGATreasurer heads the Funding Committee, which makes
to represent ourselves as a oecisica-makin- g
. Having served in the Student Government student body m order for our school and reccomendations on aUoccHon of SGA funding. The Treasurer is
AsaocTiofi for twwyfar and fray Rfibaprfrt campus to be a safe and rewarding place. We nsponslbU
groups that haverecievedfunging ,
followupy
wMhwitto-jvof ft 'anj tfe carppnt ' need reliable and dependable representatives
counc il, I seethat there is eiioi'iiipos room for; to fulfill our goals.. I am very enthusiastic
.
.Mm
ibout representing alTcl the students of
is paramount m both orgMif afkios, and asin WoosterasbestI
was very disappointed when I heard that the Voice was nor going to interview or endorse
all bureaucrat mechanitms the need la cut red
anyone for the position of Treasurer. I was looking forward to the chance discuss the issues
tsse issisopixm cbeseen.:- :
as good on pa
and motivations with real people, because tbingjusta'tk
Waa vould like to enhance me person. The fbllowmg topics may sound very dry when written out, but they are issues very
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of these organizations nave seen toe tortuous
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importaitttomesoletmetakeamcnem
and every one of you. in person, so if this article bores you,' come find mef '
'l
The first issue that needs to be cbnskteed U tocreasing the SGA funding budget, an increase

--

the budget would allow SGA to provide greater funding for organizations and clubs on
ampusl Some ptpgress has happened in this area, but as treasurer I would work to complete
YolunteerJJetwo
the project and provide maximum funding for every group. The other topic is the difficulty
involved in the funding process; Many groups nave complained about me muicuity m
mutee of the SGA for the past yearmlm.-tmHKmrime nmiiiw bimn. obtaining mooeyfiom SGA, awl as Treasurer I would work to facmue the p
it easier for everyone involved. As for qualifications, I have served as treasurer of various
"cracy.iamanindeperident.
a current trtemher nf SO A, and I have a knowledge of the intricate
everyone should be allowed to socialize m the organizatiows befir--, T
Similarly, navmg oeenm hauv wucas weu manor in which they choose; therefore, I am workings of the treasurer's positions.
as many other canqius organizations, I have a
k.
Short as they may be, I hope that these few paragraphs give you a more enlightened view of
I think that this is important, bewidenixtastanding of the fuiKtioningofmis cause the admirustration is more likely to my idea and motivations. As treasurer would work to help EVERY group on campus acquire
campus and truly believe that I will be able to listen to an independent on Greek issues. If a the funding they need to accomplish their goals. Working together we can make Wooster the
increase the efficiency of the Campus Coun- - resolution for a required GPA were presented place we all want it to be.
'
-'
cfl.
to me, I would make it myjob see that it did not
pass! I thinkJhat in the past the Council has
-0 ftllRtll i.rtl f li HI Hii
been a hindrance to some groups on campus.
hrti7i h ftssnri rvJ tft ttuitv
I would fight for a more liberal control over CRimiHlH Cfe ilfcii
these groups, after all, we are all adults! Fic
UiUki'
MUki
nally, I would fight against the arrogance and
insolence that I think exists on Council, And a
demand equal representation for all on the
;
ffc fjnaiiiastflcitegfr
campus council. ,
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- Vrcef6sidetrf of AcacteffiiC
Vice President Student AffMlrsr
security
77t

Vice President

Affairs

for Student Affairs chairs the SGA

committee, organizes ad hoc committees, and sits on the second of
nt
The
two SGA seats on Campus Council According to the SGA constiof Academic Affairs chairs the educational
the
tution, the VPSA is the Mason between the SGA Cabinet and
affairs committee for SGA, and is. given a seat as the student
representative to the Educational Programs Committee, the comSGA Senate.
mittee responsible for making decisions on curriculem, course
offerings, and academic innovations The Vice President ofAcaRyan Niemeyer
Amer Malik
Vice-Preside-

I do not promise any drastic improvements
or the lives of the students,
in either the S.G-but I do have the enthusiasm and ability to at
least rock the boat. The S .GA is an extremely
important student body which has been quite
dormant in its role in the past Recently, it has
been playing its role in a more effective and an
organized fashion and the current administration has done a commendable job. However,
I feel that there still exists unfilled holes in the
organization and more could be done under
effective leadership.
A.

The position of

.

I've-learne-

ef-fectiv-

(Student

Vice-Presid-ent

Affairs) requires the person to be the "big ear"
of the college, and heshe is a liaison between
the college students and the administration. I
am a Resident Assistant, and an essential
quality of an RA. is to have a big earl Thus I
believe I can preform this function rather
welL However, I do not intend to restrict tay
role to listening. I wmat to listen, learn and
act! I want to bring this organization closer to
the students, so that it could play a more
important role in their lives.

Students need enthusiatric leaden who can

A.

ely

one-on-o-ne,

see and feel their problems and concerns, and
act accordingly. The S.G. A. represents the

students and thus their concerns should
immediatly be brought to the attention of the
whole body and be acted upon. Students
should have easy access to their representatives. Thus, once I am elected, I not only
intend to keep office hoursbut will also encourage students to contact me at other times
of the day, so that I could respond to their
suggestions and concerns without any delay.
This college needs action more than discussions. For instance, the vehicle parking prob-le- m
has been an issue for along time, but still
nothing effective has been done about it. The
college belongs to the students, and their
comfort and concerns should be the top priority of the S.GA as well as the administration.
experiI do not have any previous S.G-ence, but I believe that my experience as the
of the International Student
Association and as a REsident assistant would
surely be an asset towards successfully fulfilling the role for this position.

My name is Ryan Niemeyer and I'd like to
tell you a little about myself and why I should
be elected Vice President of Student Affairs.
I'm a sophomore psychology major and I m
currently serving my second tern as an SGA
senator. Throughout my two years on SGA,
d
lo work efficiently with faculty,
administrators, and students, and how to
deal with the concerns of the student
body.
SGA has made great strides in the last few
years, however, the work is not complete.
Current vice president of 'Student Affairs
Cameron Flint has made enormous contributions to the quality of wok done by Ad hoc
qnality ngfrfi tn mntitme tn
fff""1"
through
active participation on
be reinforced
President of Student
Vice
the
part
of
the
Affairs in conjunction with the members of
each Ad hoc committee. The Vice President
s job is to guide Adhoc committees, and
assist them in the use of campus resources to
solve any problems voiced by the student
body. During my past two years as an SGA
senator, I have enhanced my skills
and in group situations with my peers to
achieve common' goals. These interpersonal
and organizaocmaTskills, in addition to experience are what it takes to what it takes to
continue to work towards makingthis campus
a better environment for students.
The Vice President of Student Affairs also
has me responsibility of being the chair of the
security standing committee. As
of Student Affairs I will initiate and
maintain a close working relationship with
representatives of all campus organizations to
discuss security successes and short comings
on campus. I am also in favor of starting a
Security awareness committee that would
work in close contact with Keith James, DiVice-Presid-ent

.

for compiling the tutor lists, in

Brian Friedman
I want to introduce myself and discuss my credentials for the position Vice President of
Acadenuc Affairs. I am the most qualified for the position and hope to have your support in
to
the tipcoming election. I win begin my discussing some main issues and what I plan
': '
accomplish as Vice President. "-The most important aspect of the position is i epic tr ntation. When issues come up, I plan to
meet with anyone and everyone who wcud
an issue win be discussed in a committee on academic policy, I will call and meet majors to
your opinions can I truly
determine all sediments on the issue. Only by understanding
'"
'
die
body.
student
represent
This includes issues pertaining to the CPA requirement of Greek organization t, I will meet
with aH Greek organizations, if I am elects
I beBcve the issue if up for discussion and hope to persue dialogue. Unfortunately, Greek
sentiments on the issue are split. I have spoken to many students in these organization and
have not found an agreed point of view. That is Gne,butl wifl need to meet wuaU sections
r
and clubs to determine what stance will be expected ofinenextyearr Seminar and increase the standpoint to
I want to reinstate the diversity focus of First-Yeinclude upperclass courses. It is impossible to have a diverse, supportive student body without
Seminar.
some form of sensitivity training. The closest avenue we currently have is First-YeAU
diversity
focus
diversity.
on
seminar
the
campus
returning
to
on
impressions
I win collect
issues need to be discussed in order to have a respectful community.
In general, I bope people approach me with any situation that may arise, whether personal
or larger. If an incident happens in the academic realm, I hope people wifl approach me. I
promise to get results in an expedient and satisfactory manner.
I am the most qualified candidate running for the office. From my work on SGA'as a
sophomore, where I chaired the handicap access committee, to anyofmy other activities; I am
known for my ability to obtain results from the administration" Hind has had many
accomplishments under my leadership. I could detaU my experiences and success as a Resident
Assistant, Judicial Board Hearing Counselor, Index section editor or Financial Aid Office
;
. .
employee, but I don't feel it is necessary and am limited by space constraints.
experience
and a true
campus
I want to remind you to vote for the candidate that has the most
drive to represent the campus community. I win accomplish many things and work very hard
for the student body. Give me the opportunity! Elect Brian Friedman for Vice President of
Academic Affairs.
-
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rector of campus security.and Ken Plusquellec,
Dean of Students. SGA needs to continue to
do its utmost to ensure the security of the

campus community.
Just this year, SGA has begun to get the
respect it deserves from the student body and
faculty alike. Unfortunately, respect in any
capacity does not come easily, and leaders
with SGA experience are essential components of an SGA senator, and my enthusiasm
to improve upon the enormous progress of
SGA this year. I'm the best candidate for Vice
Hi! My name is Laura Markley and I am President of Student Affairs. Evident and acrunning for the position of SGA Vice Presi- celerated results from the
of
dent of Student Affairs. I feel that I am qualiStudent Affairs. Evident and accelerated refied for this position because as a Senator this sults from the
of Student Afyear. I have been on several committees, infairs. Evident and accelerated results from the
cluding the Security Committee (which this Vice President of Student affairs can only
position oversees) and the Handicap Access come by making me your candidate of choice.
Committee, which is an ad-hof which I was
have preexperiences
I
these
feel
that
chair.
pared nie for the main duties of this job. Some
i rrm tin
iiiumM
of the improvements which I would like to see
next year are better publicized SGA elections,
so as to promote the opportunity to have a
diverse group of senators to fully represent the
student body, to make the SGA more of a
forum for student concerns and to get the
student body nxredoaely involved with SGA
procccdingt
Co-Preside-

demic Affairs is also responsible
conjunction with his committee
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LiTSiKs oh a NoSoraiocent Weekend
....

if
Sibs weekend to remember.
only she could. Reese says, "At the
time she was dating a Sig. and she
College life is something every
taught me the ins and outs of drinklittle kid should get to experience,
ar-.:
right? The
Gothic
OUDzubaasays.ngctdrunk.lt ing on a college campus." The
sJ
chitecmre, me diversity, the
didn't really make me want to go Reeses' little sister will be joining
mem this weekend, but Hope doesn't
pulse of America, all located there; you can do that anywhere.'
:.4 in a fi ew blocks of campus; an right
iraendto pass en her (kinking kTinwl- He plans to show his little brothers a different side of college life, edge, saying. "She's only twelve!
there for the aspiring scholar to
I ittle Slot Weekend could be adding that one of his brothers is I'm trying to convince her to come
a great idea, bat when college life is only twelve. He says, "They really here. Ijust warn to show her around
more than college brochures por want to come up, and I'm just going .campus, really. We tried to get
nay it lo be, the idea of sweet little to try to have a good time with tickeufar the Rock and Roll Hall of
3 r
i : innocents exploring the place bethem." He figures this fun win FametriptbutthatwasaUsoMout."
include more of the SAB sponsored , As Assistant Director of Alumni
gins to get a little worrisome.
The alternate bliss and madness events designed with the younger Relations Marian Gropp explains it.
the aaivmes ottered over iJttleSlbs
- , a ,...
(and the bliss mat can be found in get in mind.
KirkCampbellWdoesn-thaveweekend are intended to be appro- gives
is
madness)
what
little
the
$''i Sibs its particular dxama. No other little sibling to come visit him, but : priate for the age of the children
he does remember his own little sibs involved. This not always an easy
offers such calm and
a- weekend
holds the promise of nearly so weekend here at the College of : task, as Cropp says. "We have to
Wooster. Says Campbell,! spent design things to appeal to me littlest
much corruption. There are
siblings, to the three year old, but
the weekend in Beta Kappa Phi,
school sponsored activimost of the siblings we get are in
ties with cute titles like "Little Sibs I guess. ... from whatl can rememBlowout" and "Breakfast and Car- ber of it." Like his big brbtber.Kirk high school or junior high."
i Featured activities are sponsored
toons with McWoo", designed to be is riowasccial member of the Betas.
appropriate for even the most im- He believes the weekend he can by combinations of the Student Activity Board, the Student Alumni
mature three year old sibling. There barely remember was beneficial;
is also alcohol and drunken revelry made me feel more comfortable. Association, and the Admissions
(though certainly not more than because I knew some people here Office. .Cropp says, "When SAB
then."
usual), bis a weekend of juxtaposiHope Reese 99 was also a little, they plan movies, they choose films
tion.
Joe Dzuban 99 understands both sib once, and chose to join her big appropriate to the age group that
3
sides of Little Sibs weekends, hav sister Amber 98 here after a Little wfflbeon campus." This weekend's
SARAH FENSKE

t -

ing once been a little sib at Ohio
University, and now playing the big
sib here at Wooster. He doesn't
think the visits win be similar. At
--

.

sun-soak- ed

intel-lectn-

:

ex-plo- re.

--

.

"

--

san-Ity.- or

-

child-friendl- y,

--

It

--

.

Travis Grundke '99 says that his
film wfll be "Toy Story." SAB is
also putting together an evening at sixteen year old btother will be here
Scot Lanes, a Spotlight Showcase, for the weekend, but adds, "I really
; and a DJ dance party; The Student
have no idea what I'm going to do
with him." Grundke, however, is
Alumni Center is handing out
not worried about keeping the young
and has also planned a breakfor, as he explains,
fast with cartoons and a meeting lad chem-fre- e,
"My brother can probably drink me
wim the Scot Bagpipers and Dancers. TheAdrmssionsOfficeisspon- -' under the table." No doubt he'U get
soring tours and scheduling inter- a chance to prove it.
views. The purpose of this, says
Cropp, is to "conjure up interest in
the college itself." Otherhighlights
wfll include tennis matches, track
meets, and a lacrosse game.
continued from page 6
., The. entire event has grown in
popularity in recent years after a
downswing several years aga Cropp oughly entertained and amused in a
notes, Tt seems to generate more culture that begins and ends with
and more people every year. We're human relations.
expecting about 125 this year. . . .
Before I had the opportunity to
the reservations just keep rolling travel in South America, it always
in." This year's weekend features seemed to be this large and primilittle sibs from as far away as Texas tive land, blessed with good coffee
and Washington.
and lots of bananas. But my short
In terms of the more illicit and vacation opened my eyes to a culunadvertised activities on campus ture and geography that is like noththis weekend Cropp has this to say. ing I have ever seen. Each day, I
"It's up to the older sibling to see would wake up to a beautiful sun
that discretion is used. It is a con- rise over the most incredible mouncern that the activities are age ap- tains I have encountered in my life.
propriate." She suggests that the A few hundred miles to the west lay
big sibs know what their little sibs the sandy beaches of the Pacific
can or cannot handle.
Ocean, and to the east were miles of
t-shi- rts,

Ecuador

Looking Back on a Crush ExdIosion
.

RACHEL POPE

-

Thank goodness its March. Not
only are the buds out on the trees
and the days longer, butFebruary is
finally over. This means that W s
finally safe to take a look back at
The Great Crush Explosion. No
more worries about touchy heartsick readers, it's time for a critical
review.
My friend Andy has a crush on
Amanda, who's smart and blond
and in his Anthropology classHes
taken to waiting by the phone in
case she calls, but be won't pick up
until after the third ring. I know this
because I visited him yesterday and
this is exactly what happened. He
sat by the phone, and it rang, and
when I asked him why he didn't
answer, he said that he wanted it to
seem as if be were absorbed in his
studies. How anyone could deduce
this from a delayed pick-u- p he did
not say; what was important jwas
jhtfitiiA Amaw'faca1lihft,'nilM
be impressed by his studiousness.
I'm pretty sympathetic to this.,
because I've got a crush too. So, I
d
spend most of my time
tanking, talkand
crush,
ing, dreaming, sleeping
crush, crush! And while it's nice to
have something to be giggly over
with friends. I feel a little bit siHy.
After all, this is the kind of thing mat
happened m junior high. Like the
summer before eighth grade when I
soft-eye-

silent-tongue- d,

had a crush on Chris Covino. ' That
summer roller blades were new on
the market, and we spent evenings
after
skating around the
the heat had vanished into lengthening shadows. Chris occasionally
skated with us, 'and on the slight
chance that be would, I'd swallow
my meatloaf, milk, and potatoes and
as fast as I
race out to the
could and stay mere until everyone
else was inside playing Monopoly
at Allen's. Out there alone at night,
I used to think that there'd be an end
to all this thatcrushes would even-tually vanish into the same great
chasm as thumb sucking and reading classes.
Of course. I was. wrong. It's six
years later and here I am feeling
sflly about a crush. But not too silly ,
because the last two weeks have
seenaveritabie explosion of crushes.
I've never known more people with
the hots for each other.PatsyCline's
"Crazy" is the favorite on the juke- box down at The Shack, and people
walkto Kaukehumming"You Were -Always On My Mind." It's enough
to make you ask, "My god, what
' Valentine's Day sicko poisoned the
cul-de-s- ac

cul-de-s-

ac

.

waterT- -

-

This, however, is the result of an
ffo one tampered
with the water or even the air on
Valentine's Day. As I remember it,
things did not start getting strange
until a week after February twenty-fourt- h.
That's when U became apparent that a lot of waiting was go--

over-reactio-

n,

ing on around campus; people stood
tense in front' of their mail boxes
with expectant faces, looked up from
their table in the library at the sound
of footsteps, laughed too loud in
Lowry. A blatant crush crisis, and
since it doesn't seem to have been
the result of a toxic leak, the only
thing left to blame is the weather.
Ryan singles out February's
weather, which is just as crazy as
Patsy Qine; sixty degrees on the
twenty-sixt"This." he says, "is
the first phase of spring fever."Then
he draws me a diagram to show
what he means:
h.

.

3
Feb. 26

next snowfall

spring

Convincing as the diagram might
be, I'm of a different mind. The
problem is not this month's weather,
it's the whole season. After all. it's
the dead of winter. Sure, early on,
when Ground Hog's Day was prom-isin- g
spring's fast approach, it was
easy not to take winter to bean. But
then it kept snowing. And snowing.
And snowing, until everything was
white: the ground, the trees, the
roof. Wrapped up in aluminum siding you looked out at it all, everything silent except the whir of your

roommate's computer.
Then it snowed again. By this
time, it seemed that it was going to
be just you and the. whir of that
computer for the rest of your life.
There was only one thing to do: take
action. This means you can either a)
become a rampant alcoholic and
drown out the snow; or you can b)
begin a rampant search for a significant other, and have a special someone with whom to share the whir of
that computer. Since Wooster is not
exactly Scandinavia and the majority of students can't, legally drink
anyway, B was the option that students chose.
And Tab Dah! A crush explosion!
I called Andy to tell him about my
theory, partly because I thought he
might be interested in it, considering his condition, and partly because I knew he would be home to
answer his phone. He surprised me,
however, and did not pick up. I
thought maybe Amanda had finally
called and they had gone to Mom's
or Sonnet's or Applebee's, but later
he told me this was not the case. He
had just been getting his laundry. I
asked him what would have happened if Amanda had called, but he
was not worried. He said she could
still have pledged her eternal love to
him on die answering machine.
Then Andy asked me if I knew
that rearranging the letters in"crush"
spelled out curse except there was
an extra "h" and no "e".

vast, untouched regions of the primary rain forests.
Although Ecuador lacks modem
road systems and efficient means of
transportation, communication and

travel have become increasingly
available to tourists and businesses
around the world. In my travels, I
met people from the United States
and Europe who had all come to this
unexplored and unknown region of
the world to see what it had to offer.
Unfortunately, the impacts of foreigners have been mostly negative.
Certain areas of the rain forests have
been destroyed by Westerners, who
realized they could use the area to
raise their cattle. The discovery of
oil in the jungle also brought foreign
companies and investors into the
region. As the global community
nears the dawn of the twenty first
century, I hope for the sake of Americans, and cultures all around the
world, we will come to respect other
people and their terrain. The world
is not ours to conquer and manipulate.

Once my vacation was over, and
was
I
home again in a country I was
familiar with, I began to appreciate
little things I had never thought of
before. For instance, I could actually get a glass of water from Lowry,
and not have to worry about
Montezuma having his dreadful revenge on me. Or I could simply
walk across the street without fearing for my life. Although I am sure
I win miss the purple mountains and
the ideology of the free spirited and
exciting Ecuadorians, I will hopefully remember to appreciate the
benefits and comforts that come
from living in the United States. .
.

'
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Puppy!s
Dan Kamin's K66ky:Blend 'tif
i
Last Rights Humor and Stunts
end of a
band who
defined
industrial music

Acclaimed physical
comedian takes the
stage
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Steel's 60 Watt r
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Silver
Lining combines
serious lyrics with

-

.

mellow

instrumentation

JENNIFER FERGUSON

FILM REVIEW- STEVE BOUGHTON
After violent disagreements be
members, the eventual
disbandir of the group, and the
accidc.-.t- i
heroin overdose of band
member L.. dyne Goeael, one would
expect Skinny Puppy, a veritable
industrial-focinstitution, to have
come out with nothing but its most
dissonant, coarse, and grating work
ever. Instead, Skinny Puppy's last
album. The Process, turned out to be
a surprisingly mellow collection of
thoughts and music that retains the
classic Skinny Puppy penchant for
dissonance, while also including the
current "industrial trend of hardhitting guitar riffs and fast dance
beats. Mellow is, of course, a rather
skewed term when applied to Skinny
Peppy. Given the group's tendency
sampling
towards scatter-braine-d
and harsh, amelodic vocals, almost
anything could be called mellow in
comparison to most of Skinny
Puppy's work.
Skinny Puppy has been composed
tween ban

k

If you are looking for something
different and exciting to do tonight
with that little sibling of yours or
with the friends, the Underground
just might be the place for you to be.
Dan Kamin, famed physical comedian, will bring his unique blend of
comedy, illusion, and athletic humor to the College of Wooster campus.
Kamin's routine includes a variety of hilarious characters and amazing stunts. Heappeanas"Corpczoid
Man." a ghostly figure who moves
in hypnotic slow motion and looks
like a corporate recruiter from the
twilight zone. The signature part of
his performance, "Slick Moves," is
blend of weird skills,
a multi-med- ia
rude stunts, and outrageous comedy. It includes dazzling movement
illusions and amazing sleight-of-han-d

ALLE PARKER
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Music that is uncommonly good
is fairly uncommon. Too many of
today's one hit wonders are able to
pull one album's worth of catchy
books out of the musical treasure
chest and then they fall off of the
proverbial bandwagon. Quality
songs are often hard to come by.
That is why a solid album is a musical diamond in the rough, and artists
who put out consistendy superior
material are rarer than the Outback's
best steak.
MarkEitzel is one of those artists.
The front man for The American
Music Club, Eitzel has helped that
band put out two of the most beauti-

ful records in recent musical

magic
Kamin's entertaining perfor- -

mance win also include his own
"
"
V
invented moves and routines off of
t3
it
n
big
screen.
Kamin is
the
for the physical comedy routines be
created for Johnny Deppin the movie
Benny and Joon. He also trained
of core members Cevin Key, both Depp and Robert Downey Jr.,
Dwayne Goeael, and Nivek Ogre who appeared in Chaplin, for their
NETWORK SatVKES
for the better part of its history. acclaimed performances.
Physical comedlaa Daa Kamin
The entertainer has also performed
However in recent years, rifts opened
up between me members, mostly as in several films in a variety ofkooky
roles. He was a blind street pera result of Key's and Goenel's
Kamin began bis performing ca-- illusions of theatre professor Jewel
former in Diary of a Hit Man, a
of Ogre "for not
Keystone cop in Chaplin, and a reer at the young age of twelve as a Walker and became his apprentice
band and "(seeking validation,., in wooden Indian come to life in the birthday party down. He attended for several years.
The silent films of Buster Keaton
other projects outside Skinny cult classic Creepshow 2. Kamin Carnegie Mellon University where
Puppy," according to Key. Conse- also appeared as a diner victimized he intended to study Industrial De- - aodCoarneCbarpnrridedXamin
quently, Ogre left the band just prior by Johnny Deppinitoury and Joon. sign.batl was inesmerizedby thewladdlrional inspiration, and he
toured the country with his first
to the completion of 77 Process in
show, "Silent CcaiedyXive!"
Shortly
1995.
summer
after
of
the
Kamin has.' since' been invited to
that, Goeael died of an accidental
t perform at the White House, Lis- heroin overdose. Despite these adcoa Center, and around the world.
versities. Key and Skinny Puppy's
His mterrBtfional pet fbrmances have
producer, David Ogihrie, completed
for 1996 graduates interested is an internship for the 1996-9- 7
appeared in such countries as
The Process several weeks after
demicyear in
Canada. Belgmm, and a three week'
Goenel's death, dedicated in his
tourofEnglandin 199a The British
memory. .
audiences loved him so mcch they
BLACK STUDENT AFFAIRS or
The Process sorts with a musical
brought
him back for the British
distorbath of electronic synths and
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AFFAIRS
Festival of Visual Theatre in 1993.
tion entitled "Jahya." Jarring guitar
where be pedbimed bis acclaimed
rifls kick in after a minute or oand
To
apply,
one-m-an
Specific
Services.
descriptions
Career
are
available
job
at
show. "Confessions of an
the track fades out in a wash of
ITTttsionisL"
Heietnroadtohisoom
reference
cover
a
resume
to
letter,
three
and
letters
of
Career
submit
shattering beats and short bursts of
write
edy
the book Charlie
to
toots
track,
"Death,"
Services,
DevtlopmmCemer.by
4.)0pjn:on
Student
Rubbermaid
The
samples.
second
OnetanShow.TeveaEng
Chaplin's
launches the album into foU speed
Friday. April 12, 1996.
ihe secrets of Chaplin's comic art
with the newly implemented heavy
Kamin's performance is a part of
riffs. Ogre's combination of whisApriL
in
invited
for
Selected
will
interviewers
be
applicants
Sjbs Weekend and is sponsored
Lil
pered vocals' and coarse shouting
The event begins toniglttat
by
SAB.
.
choruses take control of the song
pJn. in the Underground.
QjMstkm?CoaiactCan)TaUBB3loaatExl.2545.
is free. Don't miss this
please see SXZ&nr. page 9
ciuuKek) be awed and amused.
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Ad-miss-

ion

memory. Now, he steps out of the
studio with his first solo release, 60

WattSUverlJnin&itishaaestly

quits impressive.
minutes of music
The fifty-fiv- e
on the disc coir.prcrr.i5S twelve of
the most interesting songs that I
have beard in a while. They all have
a laid back feel with mellow instrumentation, almost like a synth pop
project. The tunes differ, however,
in their overall diversity. It is not

just plodding piano,

bass,-an- d

strings; the tunes have an odd kind
of swing. It is almost as if they are
rooted injazz, blues, and funk. The
books all come from those traditional styles, while the rest of the
pieces are modern ballad. Plus, the
lyrics are pure poetry. .
"When My Plane Finally Goes
Down" is one of the albums more
traditional tunes. Based primarily .
on astrugrjaaenuitfeatnresEUzel's
haunting vocals weaving in and oat
of the sparse accompaniment A
somewriatconventiGrial ballad, its lyr-

ics still manage to pack an emotive
punch, "When my plane finally goes
downI hope kfalb into the sea And
then the cold and tbc hard love of the

tidesFirnymakessenseiomeAnd

your love is aS IT! have to take with
me So, where's your love?"
Another standout is the New
Orleansy "Mission Rock Resort.
The percussion is performed in
trapping style and a bora riff and
jazzy piano fill out the instrument:
fjon. The style stands in starkly
opposed to flw subject niatter,which
:.

--:-

please see EITZEL, page 9
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Definitely
Campy remake is a fun flick with a message
Aftersomeextremerycomer
.'a?--;
..
dic moments, eventually they de'
cide that truth is the best policy,
JULIE OLIVEXUO
Armond and Albert come clean
the Kealey's
Itisnl often that a" successful about wbotbeyare,and conservative
their
err
of
mainstream movie comes along thatr see the
bean all the elements" of a-- really thinking, and the film closes with
good film; plot character develop theKealey'sdanringoutof the Birdcage m drag7 and lheir children's
happy wedding.
mod arfinv and cm&litv cinematog
Despite the rather fairy tale endraphy. Te Birdcage, directed by
ing
of mis film, it manages to not
MiU lUHWHi U1UIHES au M UKK
eximpress its audience in terms of
only
more.
ana
inrougn
elements
humor and content, but also due to
tremely effective use of humor.rA
Birdcage, an update of the original the very subtle message it forwards,
1970sLaCaAuxfofe3; addresses that gay, lesbian, and bisexual relatopics sensitive to most people in tionships are really no different than
'
heterosexual rela
one way or an-tionships regardother - homoits
achieves
it
-,
ing
the emotional
sexuality, marthrough
not
impact
downs and
ups
and
riage, conservaWSesL

FILM REVIEWr.

-

tism
classism,

and
and

preaching, but using

complications.

We are presented
and .
with a gay couple
manages to bring
conventionality."
who, throughout
them into amaz
the course of the
ing clarity and
understanding without relying on iriovie, experience bouts ofjealousy,
the melodrama found in the bulk of aiiga, feelings cfarjandecment, loyalty, and irrational love; emotions
popular American cinema.
relationthat few people with partners are
The film focuses on the
strangers to. This success is a direct
partners
gay
men.
two
ship between
develfor20vears. Armond (Robin Will result of rich,
constantly
night-duoped characters who
iams), the owner of the gay
Th(isd8gjuaiAkkhlums evolve throughouttne turn.
above, his"wife" transvestite Albert creates a world in which not only is
.(Nathan Lane), and their college it okay for the 'hero' to be gay, but
aged son VaL all live together as any -- places that hero in an environment
American family might, having ups consisting of a variety of personaliand downs. It is when Val decides to ties within the gay community.
marry, inougn, mat ine uuhcs are Granted, the stereotypes are there,
turned upside down, as they struggle and they are in a sense exploited for
to find a way to masculinize Albert humor's sake, but in the case of mis
and hide all traces of their gay film, the same is true of the heterolifestyle from the Kealey 's, the giii's sexual man. . Nichols quite dearly
very conservative, political parents, pokes fun at what is traditionally
pkyed by Gene Hackman and Diane . considered "manly" behavior by

fun

3-dimen-

sional,

b

irag
11 Kj--.

PUPPY

.

continued from page 8

the Process."
;the mood for the'album.
having his two gay characters play and set
beAfter the finish of "Process."
rcandle.'
tracks
next
The
at being "reaT men.
,
opens with the words
group"Curcible"
the more melodious
In short. The Birdcage b what I longs to
does no exist." and
evil,
"good
and
on
the
found
be
songs
thatcan
would consider to be one of the most ing of Starting out with a simple a brutally direct punch of the guiimportant films of this year m terms album.
acoustic, guitar pattern, the vocals tar kicks in. The rest of the song is
of message, and it achieves its im- start out soft
As new elements and fragmented, and alternates bepact not through preaching, in the samples are added in, the vocals get tween the harsh pummeling of the
way that Rob Reiner, Spielberg, jot
harsher, as Ogre rails against a "dis- guitar along with a drum rhythm
other contemporary directors might,
with no that is compressed into short bursts,
using fun and conven turbed sodety.dogsmyturnpointless and the mellow interludes during
but
tested
tried,
values,
a
tionality, bis good for some major
view." Ogre's images build a pic- which the opening words are relaughs, as weQ as some major
ture of a society fraught with reli- peated several times. "Curcible"
gious dogmas and pointless rules, fades into "Blue Serge," taking a
preparing for the description of a strange sequence of-- machine noise
religion to come that is open to new and slowly shifting it into place with
creations.new ideas and values: The a fast techno beat. The song is
Process. Ogre describes the origi- dominated by strange vocal
continued from page 8
nal Process as "a psychotherapy cult samples and piano progressions
a Sa- that dance around just above the
deals mainly with substance abuse. started in the 60'sdeemed
were neither Sa- beat, creating an almost dreamThis contrast gives the piece a mor- tanic cult, but they
Christian.
In fact, they like, wavering' reality. The music
bid tone, and allows it to carry a lot tanic nor
fades with a static mutation of the
both."
were
of weight
and the words "and if you
beat
the
moves
from
Head"
"Hardset
Perhaps the album's brightest
careful to who you sell your
end
ain't
that
synths
gyrating
slowly
piece is the appropriately titled "Asyou
soul,
pirin." Indeed, It almost acts as a "Candle" into
might
lose
strangely
"Ogre describes the
pain reliever amidst the dark under- a.
your power
beat,
calm
The
project.
whole
the
tones of
original Process as 'a
your
and
which
jumps:
guitar swings in something other
heart."
cult
psychotherapy
than a minor key, and Eitzel takes into a techno
"Morter"
with
a'
vein
started in She 60's...
could
his vocal tone to an area that
takes over with
guicrunching
deemed Satanic cult,
almost be called poppy. Synthemedium
a
a
line
and
tar
piece
and
round
the
out
sizer effects
they were neither
but
paced beat and
ke tt as close to perky as Eitzel
a largely elecdram rhythm. s .Satan nor Christian. In
ever gets.
trical sequence
elements
The
In sununauon.60 Watt Silver Lin- merge ' to- - fact, they were both."
of pitches that
ing is a phenomenal record. It is,
cascade around
along
however, not for everyone. If you getherrapidly
cleverly
disembodied
vocals,
a
electronic
the
entering
are looking for hooks and sugar do with
works
sample
the song for
siren
into
8silent
Ogre
chants
not buy mis one; his too serious and pitches r as1 :
arinfT
owwirfa
.M.nf
bridge
as a hriHoft
acting
seconds,
several
silent
like
falling
sound
actually attempts to approach some noise,
Amnesia
verse
from
chorus.
to
hints
noise,
silent
screaming
noise,
form of muskality. On the other
out the melodic group of
hand, if you arelooking for a serious like retaliation." The jumbled beat roundswith'
slower, piano progres.songs
the
Head" fades into
musical statement from a serious of "Hardset
new-ae- e
standard drum pattern.
sounding
a
and
beeinsions
almost
musical artist. 60Wart might just be
down, a process
sings
"tearing
l
Ogre
more
the
"Cult,"anotberof
ning
of
the album for you:
melodic ? songs on the aiDum. to describe whatever truth, means
"Cult brings iir very: delicate nothing" as the beat quickens. Near
synth-pian- o
chords with some ac- the end of the song, the beat and
tual melodic singing from Ogre samples fall away one by one to
relationship. The leave the piano line, which beaboutaloug-loviola and cello samplings on the comes fuller and winds down to
song-add
a gentleness to Ogre's the very end of the song. The final
vocab and demonstrate that Skinny cut, "Cellar Heat," acts almost as
'Puppy-hanever been afraid to an incinerator, blasting away at
blend apparently foreign sounds the remaining traces of music with
slabs of distortion. The brutality
oddly beautiful end prodfor an
"
continues until the air hums with
uct.
The title track, "Process," starts stability, and the disc quickly fades
slowly with a grinding electrical out.
When looked at as part of an oncurrent in the background and a
sweltering wind sample, swirling going legacy of Skinny Puppy maaround it The beat lacks incalmly terial, TheProcessseems to be rather
at first, and guitar effects are used to out of place, fitting in with neither
fade in and out of stages of the song the insanity of the random sampling
without using any true, chord pro and silliness of their earlier work,
gressions. Ogre sings "progressed, nor with the brutality and absolute
Fenced

Eitzel

a

fastpacer

.
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progressed progressed, w have progressed, physically as far as we can
go." As the intensity of the song
builds and distorted repetitions of.

dissonance of their later work. However, viewed individually. Skinny
Puppy's last album is an interesting
work in which harsh, jagged sounds
blend over into beautiful moments

the word "process" hover mound
the rhythm, Ogre gives amysterious
description of the cultish process:
"trieoubvard focusing releases a tremendous energy, which we name

tween ugliness and tenderness blur
rapidly as Ogreprofesses the details
of some new creativity, some new
religion.
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of euphoria. The distinctions
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Scot Tennis
continued from page 12 ':

JOSH BARD
The College of Wooster s indoor
track teams traveled to Denison on
March 1st and 2nd for the North
Coast Athletic Conference Championships. The women's team cap--'
tared third place while the mea were
eighth.
. . On the women's side, Allegheny
College won the meet. They were

followed by Wittenberg and

Wooster. The men's championship
was captured by Wittenberg Taking second as a team was Ohio
Weskyan University, while Case
Western Reserve University took
..-...
third.
- The women were led by junior
MicheflePoc4e who earned AH Con-ferexicehcoorj in three events. Poole,
won the 1300 with a time of
and anchored the winning 4x400--'
ffv- -r
fry gtiH rh fr'fltv-- nwsflgy

er

--

4-59-

'second 'place in both,' running
relay, which took second.
Also on the winning 4x400 relay 6221 and 44.1 4, respectively The
relay of James,
were sophomore Melissa Egtagjun-io- r 4x200-metLaura
sophomores
and
Eging;
Summer Koladin, and freshman
was
also
Gillespie
Annie
and
Snow
time
a
raced
to
Nicole James, who
in
third
placing
Conference,;
All
medley
distance
4:14.93.
of
:The
relay was rounded oat by Koladin Other outstanding efforts were
. and juniors Alyssa Morse and EDen
turned in by Koladin in triple jump,
.
Freeman, and ran a 13:09.35.
'. fourth with a leap of 324-12- ",
and
All
;
earned
Nicole James also
-.
Taksquad.
put
shot
women's
the
efforts
her
for
honors
Conference
in the 400 and the 300. She took. ing fifth was freshman DeedeeReid
She was
with a pot of 371
followed closely by senior Ebony
th 371-3- 4
and
Green, sixth with
freshman Tracy Wilkes, seventh
:
with 369-14- ".
Head coach Dennis Rice was
" very pleased with the performance
;
of the women's team. Coach Rice
felt thaCMicbelle had outstand- -'
ing performances in the 1500 and
'
both relays.' Nicole also had an
excellent Conference meet'' He
also pointed oat that the women
have woo the 4x400 relay four
years in a row.
tmued,Coming
Coach Rice
into the meet, I knew the women
could be in the top three. They
.
;.. competed really well. It was a total
v',
team effort.
.
. '

,1

.

1-1-

2".

.

'--.

;Wh

"sfl

--

III
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The highlight of the meet for
the men's team was the distance
medley relay. - Woostcr's team
wwM'p
Va (ivuiuvH mm w

ended much the same way it began,
Wooster triiimphing big. -- Oa the
20th Principia was outclassed
giving the Scots a 4--2 record on the
trip and above .500 for the season.
. The return home saw the Scots
bring theirnewfound confidence and
Coe was the victim. In the first
match in Wooster, the men were
Today .
impressive in winning 5-b an important day fat the men's
tennis season as NCAC play begins
at Wittenberg at 3:30 pjn. From
then on the season gets down to,
business as all but one of the re
maining games count in the confer
ence standings. Rochester visits on
Sunday at MhOO aim, as the final
game of the regular
season. Next weekend April 5-- 6
both the men and women host the
annual GLCA Toumtment.
The 1996 Men's Tennis Team is
coached by Haydcn Schilling and
assisted by David Brown 96. Beginning the year at the 1 seed is
Joban NyMom '96, followed by
David Hindle 96 2, Erik Bloom
97 3, Jordan Strauss '99 4 and
Bin Marcefl '99 5. Other team
members include Erick Gale 99.
Joe Jenckes 98, Nick Hakim 99
Dave Carney
.Nathan Anderson
98, Derrick Wafford '99 and Andy
7-- 0,

2.

nca-conferen- ce

"

.

While the men s team is fairly
AUyn Peterson and sophomores young, they
are expected to perform
Jamie Falquet and Josh Baird right away; The roost successful
earned All Conference- honors, newcomer has been Hakim who has
winning the race with a time of played J3, 5 and 6, going
40 in
10:45.79. This time set a new singles and
in doubles. Strauss
stadium record as well as a Con- -' has also been impressive,' having
fcrenel meet record. .
as a First Year.
played seeds.
Junior Chad Atwell also earned Marcell has. recorded the most
AH Conference honors in the pole singles victories on the team, going
vault by placing third with a vault of 6-- 3 to go with five doubles victo13 1". Freshman Jeff Pattison also ries. The niain area success
thus
of
vaulted welL taking fifth with 127" far for the Scots has been in doubles,
while junior Jeff Kinat placed sevincluding 4
where they are
enth, vaulting 1 1 7 V
doubles.
infl
Other solid performances were
rvT ir?
..turned" in by McCabe and the 'xxrx.
XIACbUUVC DUiUUi
W VII
4x200-metrelay team. McCabe
Applications Available
took fourth in the 1500 with a time
-- of 4:08.56V --The relay team of
AH positions on the Executive
Falquet;-junio- r
Steve Dornbos,
Board at the Wooster Volunteer
Network are available for. next
senior Jon Jones', and sophomore
"Anthony Wheeler placed fifth in year.' These positions include:
WVN
1:35.05.
Community
V ' ' Head coach Dennis Rice felt that
Laison, Campus Liason, Break
- the men's team competed very wett.
Away Chair, Special EventsChair,
'
Coach Rice said, We knew the
and the Finance Chair. Complete
distance medley' relay team had a (lescxiptionsofeachjobareonthe
shot at wimiing. The learn ran very applications.
well, setting both a stadium and
ineet record. He added. The men --Applications are available at the
faced a lot of adversity in the seain
WVN office and the WVN
son, but had some solid perfor-mancboard, both in the basement
indoor. I am confident that
of Lowry Center.
the men will improve during
Applications aredue at theLowry
;
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19-1- 0,
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summer program otters you
Pitt s
more of what you want and need...
-

.

all-ne- w

MORE COURSES

MORE SESSIONS MORE CHOICES

Transferable courses offered days,.
evenings and Saturdays.
sessions starting
4, 6, and
in May, June and July. ;,
Easy registration by mail."
Economical tuition for PA residents.

Please send a University of Pittsburgh
Summer 1996 Schedule of Classes to:

12-we- ek

Mailing addnss

6--

t

er

Co-Cha-

ir,

bul-let-

State

I

Telephone i

'

)

es

-

-- out-door."

Registration Begins March
To request a Summer 1996 Schedule...
Mail the coupon at right
or
Call (412) 383-860- 0,
E-m-

ail

summerpict.edu

11

I

I learned of the Vnnrniry of PuuburghV Slimmer Smioat from
a aewtpaper at
AUUm:

.IhmcfsuyCoOege.
University Summer Sessions
Unrversiry of Pittsburgh
405 Cathedral of Learning
Pittsburgh, PA 15260-6- 1 19.

a week off
before traveling to Florida far their
. Both learns win have

Spring trip. They will return to
action locally on March 30th when
they will host the Wooster Invka--

Center Director s Office by

Wednesday, April 3 at 5 pm
Interview times can be scheduled
when the application is com- pleted.
For more details, contact the
WVN office at extension 2563.
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The
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NCAC

(3-- 6,

JAMES ROLLER

'

an

--

'
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new-string-s

se

Sewanee5,Wooster2

(2--2.

NCAC

.

Woostcr 6, Georgetown (Ky.)
Tufts' 4. Woostcr 2.,;
; Wooster 7. PrincipiaO -

0-- 0)

Woostcr 8, Wesleyan 7 (2 OT)
Woostcr 9. Drew 9 (OT)
Western Maryland 12. Woostcr 9
Ohio State 10. Woostcr 2

,

Max Ward Invit. 18th out

of 22

Compfledm

mfcrja

V,

,

IM Announcements

y ficfflall -
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an

se

3 Leagues; A. B. C .
Rosters are available in PEC
and due Monday, April lsuo
Steve Moore in the PEC or : :
Rick Gibson (Box
-- Play begins Thursday, April
4th. .

(2:1X41).
.

C-167-0)

I

TMntirnrTi
--

'
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C-;29-09)

Any Questions contact Regaar
Turner at
begins Friday. April 5th.
262-123- 5.
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Meet

.

by ERICBAKKEN

David LaLomia 97 looks to scoop Bp the ball as an Ohio State defender moves hi

coster Sports Roundup
continued from page 12

--

99andMatt Jackson 97 (both 370
The team is led in
pitching by Dan Van Dyke '93 (0.00
ERA in 13 innings),Tyson Crist '96
(2.37 ERA in 7.6 innings) and Matt
Rodgers '97 (L67 ERA in 27 in-

in 54

,

1-m- eter

Mailing travel brochures
No experience necessary.
For information send a

8-- 1.

can

3-me- ter,

WEEKLY

-7

King, MacMillan, and Sergi

All-Ameri- cas

$200-$50- 0

1-

13

y

At least 7 players per team
needed.
Roster doe Wedneday, April
3nl to Regan Turner (Box

--

9--

.

were joined by Peggy Teale '96 to
in four rebecome
lays. The 800 freestyle , relay
placed 1 1th (7:59.72). the 200
medley relay took 12th (1:52.51).
the 400 medley relay was 15th
(4:06.07), and the 400 freestyle-relawas 15th (3:43.71). v
X)at swimmers did as outstandV-tojob."- - said head coach Keith
Having the relays earn
BecketL
status really helped
our overall finish.
For the Scots. Eric Hascfake 97
was the only male Wooster athlete
at the national meet. He earned
honors by placing 10th
diving board
on the
(37065). He also look 20th on the
(300.60).
"Eric is a much improved diver
from last year,' said diving coach
RichBlough. "He dove more consistently throughout the year, and
at the nathe result was a pay-otional meet
The Lady Scots ended their season with an 0 dual meet record
and a third place finish at the NCAC
Meet, and the Scots ended up 6--2
and also took third at the NCAC
All-Ameri-

--

9--

8--

Swimming
I

.

i- -..

u-t

VV;
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continued from page 12 -
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weakness so far as Sara Mickelson
on the 14th was the only close contest of the trip, but the ladies once '91 is 0-- she seems better suited at
again came up on the short end of the 3,wherea she is m1 . Erin Brown
i
a
The road trip was
the racquet 6-2 spot, but only 0--4 at one spot
closed out on the 15th with St.
Mary's and Nazareth smashing the lower. Doubles have not been very
kind either, with the team amassing
ladies 1 and 0 respectively.
record, including
at the
Something in that trip may have a
1 doubles position.
motivated the Scots, however. On
The Ladies are coached by
the 19th the Ladies hit the road to
Chris. Newman and fought out a 6--3 Roxanne Allen (of basketball fame)
victory, their First of the season. .and assisted by Dave Wolden.
This was no fluke, as they visited Reinhart is joined by Mickelson.
Virginia Wesleyan. This time the Brown. Molly Hilger '99. Beth
ladies were on the winning side of a Scheiderer '98". Hogue, Kirsten
These victories were Shrtver '98. Jessica. Reinhart '99
laugher
and Tricia Smith '98.
2 win
followed by adominating
This week will be a busy with
over Case Western Reserve bringing the Lady Scots record to 7 on conference matches and the GLCA
Tournament. The tournament will
the year.
Through Wednesday night, the be held next weekend April 6 at
Ladies' match records have begun ' Denison. Kenyon will visit on Satto turn around.; 1 Andi Reinhart urday , with a 1 0:00 a.m. start scheduled. Prior to the GLCA Tourney,
96 is 4-- 3 in singles action and Jennifer Hogue '99 is 4--3 at the 4 and Bluffton will visit at 3:30 on the 4th
6 spots. The 2 spot has been a of April.

)

Wooster 17, Eastern Conn. 2
Hamilton 12, Woostcr 8
Wooster 18, Earlham 8
. Wooster 14, Kenyon 9

Golf

:

v;- -'

Wooster5.Coe2
vWonrn'slJcrosse(3-l,NCAC2-0-

1

The LadyScots tennis team has
struggled to find a winning combination early in the season. To look
for some good omens they traveled
to Hilton Head, South Carolina over
spring break. It may have just done
that, as they have been unbeaten
since then. They win need all the
good omens they can. as the NCAC
regular, season-beginthis week.
The season sorted out over a
month ago with snow still on the
ground February 16. Walsh visited
with a
and broke in the
6-- 3
victory over the Lady Scots.
After nearly a month long layoff the
ladies were off to the beaches, uh
tennis courts, in South Carolina.
'
Despite the change in locale, the
resultsweremuchthesame, Carson-Jfewmon the 12th of March and
Wiaconsin-LaCrosthe next day
both defeated Wooster by the score
of seven matches to two. Haverford
s

0)

Men's Lacrosse

11

4;

Aquinas 4, Wooster 1
.Walsh 6, Wooster 3
Carson-Newm7, Woostcr 2
Wooster 12. William Jewell
Northern Kentucky 4, Woostcr 3 WisconsnLaCrosse 7, Woostcr 2
Haverford 6, Wooster 3
Woostcr 3, Kenyan 0 Woostcr 5. Kenyan 4
St Mary's 8. Wooster 1
Nazareth 9. Woostcr 0
Woostcr 3. Oaerbein 1
Woostcr 6, Chris. Newman 3
Woostcr 8, Oaerbein 0
Woostcr 8, Virginia Weskyan 1
Woostcr 5, Lawrence
Woostcr 3, Carthage 1 .
Wooster7. Case Reserve 2
Carthage 7, Woostcr 0
Woostcr 10. Hope 5
Men's Tennis (6-- 4, NCAC 0-Woostcr 3. Hope 1
Rio Grande 17. Woostcr 14
Woostcr 4. Washington & Lee 3
Woostcr 12, Rio Grande 2
Averctt 6, Woostcr 1
Aurora 9. Woostcr 5
Emory 7. Woostcr 0
Woostcr 6. Woostcr 5
1
Wooster6 Wixorisin-LaCrosWoostcr 7, Muskingum 2
Woostcr
Muskingum
5
7.LakeForcstO v.
Woostcr 6.
:

--

Page

Lady Scots find winning elusive; trek to South Carolina

1-- 0)

:.-:::--

NCAC

Women's Teorm

2-- 0)

.

.K'

5.

.

Seaking a Straight Piath on a Windy Strip

SCOREBOARD
Baseball (13--

Sports

Wooster-Voic- e

m-y.y-

Mrcfr39,

and
(54). Hope (10-- S and 3-The
Muskingum (7-- 2 and ).
and
team tost to Aquinas (1-while
Northern Kentucky (3-1).

6-5-

4)

4)

splitting

double-heade-

rs

with

Carthage (3-- 1 and ), Rio Grande
(14-1- 7
and ), and Aurora (5--9
0-7-

12-2-

and6-5-

).

Through Wednesday, the team
was bitting .311 and had a team
ERA of 4.43. Individually, eight
players are hitting over 300 led by
Alex Boardman 99 (J00 in 16
followed by Travis Snyder
at-ba- ts)

at-bat- s).

nings).
The team traveled to

Baldwin-Wallac-

e

last night and travels to
Case Western Reserve tomorrow.
The team has its home opener next
week on April 2nd when John Carroll
visits.

Golf
The golf team finished 18th out of

22 teams in the Max Ward In vita
tional over spring break. Theteair
travels this weekend to Zanesvilk
for the Muskingum Invitational.
Outdoor Track
The Wooster track team's bos
the Wooster Invitational tomorrow
one of only two home meets thi
year. At the meet will be men's, an
women's squads from Alleghen;
Case Western, Denison, Edinbon
Geneva, Grove City, Kenyon, Oh
Wesleyan, Walsh, and Wittenber
Compiled from News Services infc

The Wooster Voice

v

Sports
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LUKE ZANNONI

Men's Lacrosse
.

.

....

.

...

Hfcw

,

On Wednesday, the Scott lacrosse
team lost to Ohio State 10-- 2 to bring
tneir season record to 2--2. Recently,
the team defeated Wesleyan, 7 in
double overtime; Drew. 1 0--9 in overtime; and lost lo Western Maryland.

I

-

8--

9-1-

2.

Individually, the team is led in
scoring by Dick Field 96 (9 goals
and 1 assist) followed by Adam
Keiker 96 (7 goals and 2 assists).
Chris Lee 98 (4 goals and 3 assists).

and Ronnie Jordan '97 (3 goals and
1 assist).
The team win host
Northwood tomorrow at 1 pm.

and 1 assist), and Robin Woodard
99 (4 goals and 4 assists). The team
will travel to Allegheny on Sunday.

Women's!
The Lady Soots lacrosse team is
off to an excellent start with a 1
record having- - defeated Eastern
Conn. (17-2-). Eariham (18--8 and
while losing to
Kenyon (14-9- )
Hamilton
The team is led in scoring by Kate
Messer 96 (13 goals and 6 assists),
Liz Conrad '96 (12 goals asd 6
assists). Kate Risky 97 (9 goals

Baseball
The baseball team has becun the
1996 season with a 13--5 record
(through Wednesday) compiled during the team's spring trip. The team
nined wins over William Jewell
(12-2- ).
Kenyon (3-- 0 and ).
Otterbein (3-- 1 and ), Lawrence

3--

5-4-

(8-1- 2).

8-0-

please see ROUNDUP, page
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byEKJCBAKXEN

A Scot baseball player

roads tkird in a practice earlier tail week

Swimmers Finish
Season at National Meet
CINDY

jar vis

Debbie King "96 became an
for the fourth year in a
d
row. She was 7th in the
breastsooke (226.15). 8th in the
200 individual medley (2:10.73X9th
AU-Ameri-

Five Wooster swimmers and
divers traveled to Atlanta daring
spring break. It wasn't for the
Olympics, but rather for the NCAA
Division III National Meet held at
Emory University. The women's
while
meet was held March
the men's meet took place March

pm
Apt.

2-Jo-hn

The men's tennis team spent
their spring break working on the
courts of South Carolina compet-in- g
with schools from all across
America. The Scots entered the
fun and sun with a
record and
not much to cheer about. The
season opened on March 9 with a
close 3 victory at Washington &
Lee, a match not decided until the

(1:0034).
Carrie Scrgi '97 earned
honOT for the secend time
by placing 16th in the 200 butterfly

--

1- -2

All-Ameri- ca

4--

can

please see SWIMMING, page
'
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men's lacrosse
ictncgpw-NcrthwoArjr.3-OhioWeseyan(-

11

;

(H) 1 pm

od

t

'"
women's lacrosse
(A) 1pm
Mar.
31-AQegh-

"

"
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please see SCOT, page 10
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men's tennis

: outdoor track
L
tonxarcWocBtexInYic (H)

'(

eny

rr.3-Gannon(H)4pm

A)

7--

ut
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THE UPCOMINC;VEEKIN.;SPORTSr

'

Forest was also scorched 0 in
victory of the
the first shut-oseason for Wooster. The tide took
a dip on the 1 7th, as Sewaoee won
five of the seven matches. Not to
be deterred the men fought back
later in the day with a commanding 6--1 win over Georgetown
(KY).. Tufts was too strong on the
19lh winning 4-- but the road trip

final doubles victory. Averett posed
a much bigger threat the next day
and they trounced the Scots 6-Emory was a low spot for the young
season, as the Scots were shut out of
seven matches.
Instead of hitting the beaches of
Hilton Head. South Carolina, the
Scots went right to work against
WisconsiLaCrosse on March 15
with an impressive six matches to
ooe victory. Later in the day Lake
--

school record with a time of5:05-07- ,
5th in the 1650 freestyle (17:27.09),
and 13th in the 100 backstroke

while conference rival Denison

Reserve (A) 1 ,
,
Carroll (H) 3:30 pra

JAMES KOLLER

Stephanie MacMillan 99 earned
honors by taking 5th
in the 500 freestyle, breaking her

All-Ameri- can

placed third. Individually, four Lady
Scots went to the meet and all four
Lady Scots came away with
honors.

tomorrow-Cas- e

Men's tennis heads for the beach in search of success- -

the 400 individual medley

The Lady Scots placed 1 3th in the
nation with 94 points. Ken yon won
the meet for the 13th year in a row,

baseball

Havin' Fun in the Southern Sun

(4:36.1 1).

20-2- 4.

pbeto by EJUC BAKXEN

can

200-yar-

13-1- 6.

AU-Ameri-

.

Eric Williams 97 searches for a teammate to pass to as he mores around aa Ohio State defender
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tional (A)
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today-Wittenbe-

ito.31-Rochest- cr
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330 pm
(H) 10 am

(A)
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,
women's tennis " "
tornorrow kenyon (H) 10 am i
VAr4-?rufTto- n
(H)3:30 pra
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